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SANTA FE NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1915.
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ten millions of
That there are
acres yet to be surveyed in New Mex- Concord, N. H., Nov. 8. Governor
Trinidad, Colo., Nov. S. Reports of
Ico besides some five thousand small
an attack by strikers upon the militoday honored the requisition
declaration of
holdings; was the
t
tary guard at Forbes early today were
Frank
Johnson, supnrlvsor of sur- of tie state of New York for the extradition of Harry K. Thaw. The case
received this morning by Adjutant
veys, who is here from Washington.
to
General John Chase this morning.
Mr. Johnson spent the forenoon in is now transferred automatically
Firing from the hills began at 11:30
consultation with Surveyor General the federal courts where a writ of
habeas corpus on behalf of Thaw is
last night, the shots being directed at
John W. March.
the fan house. The fire was returned
"I have just made a tour of Ari- pending.
The governor based his decision on
and the attackers retired. At 1:30
zona," said Mr. Johnson, "and I have
o'clock this morning the attack was
been looking over the field in this the Indictment returned against Thaw
in New York county, which charged
resumed and the guards succeeded in
state, too. There are now nine sur
him with conspiracy to escape from
MexIn
driving away the party a second time.
New
at
work
veying parties
New
Several shots struck the fan house,
ico, and eight In Arizona. Throughout the insane asylum at Matteawan,
but no one was injured. It is believed
the United States there are one hun York, to which he was committed aft
er ills second trial for the killing of
that the object of the assault was to
dred and thirty-two- .
destroy the fan house and cut off the
"The department la able to purvey Stanford White. Thaw made his
mine ventilation, thereby
tying up
from one to two million acres a year sensational flight on August IT and a
mine operations. A searching investiin New Mexico and you can judge few days later was arrested near
gation of the affair is being made totherefore how long It will take to fin- Coaticook, Canada.
Thaw's' 'attorneys announced they
ish up the work. The general land
day.
office surveyed fourteen million acres would Immediately file an amendment
Preliminary steps for the military
to their petition for a writ of habeas
this season."
operation of the coal mining district
west and south of Trinidad were
That there is still work for the land corpus, application for which was
taken this morning by General Chase
offices in various states was made made soon after Thaw was arrested
in this state after his deportation
Immediately upon his return from
plain by the statement that, the govIWISCONSON
WOMAN GAVE
forwarded a cablegram to the Mexican BIG STRIKE TIES
ernment has much resurveying wo k from Canada. The original petition
Denver, where he was called yesterin
TELLER.
$15,000 TO FORTUNE
any other
provisional president
to do. And then when all the lands was based on the allegation that Thaw
day to attend a meeting of the miliUP WORK ON
Chicago, Nov. 8. Mrs. Hope
sense, declared a member of the Mexihave been surveyed and resurveysd, was indicted for conspiracy by the
tary board. The camps of Starkvllle,
household here to
of West Salem, Wis., testi- there is need of mineral
can
Dutchess county grand jury and it
Valdez, Segundo,
Sopris, Morley,
surveys.
fied yesterday that she
had given
day, when told of the report publishMr. Johnson seemed much pleased was suspended pending the governor's
Primrose, Cokedale, Tercio and severJames Ryan a clairvoyant known as with his
ed In the United States to the effect
, decision on the question of extradi
al smaller properties will he afforded
trip through the great
Vancouver, B. C, Nov. 8. Seventeen "Professor Crane" $15,000 to invest.
that General Diaz had telegraphically
tion.
which
vastness
the
of
military protection. There will be no
Impressed
on
for her, after Uyan hail convinced her even n. man who is accustomed to
Because the extradition has now
urged General Huerta to relire for the hundred men quit work last night
withdrawal of troops .from WalBen-buriie
the Pacific Great, Eastern
railway that she was followed by a bad inbcen granted on the strength of the
good of his country.
and other districts and ample
stretchto
at
the
gaze
great
telescopes
grade between Newport and Lillooet, fluence that would make investment es of land before him.
Persons who know the
New York county indictment, it will
forces will be left at the Trinidad
The
be necessary to amend the petition
intimately, said that any such sugges- completely tieing up work there. who through any other means unsuccesscamps to reinforce any detail at outis the chief INDIANA
Mrs. McKidowney
ful.
tion to "General Huerta would be in Industrial Workers of the World,
accordingly.
GOVERNOR
SETTLES
lying points, if assistance is needed.
In granting the extradition Governor
consistent with the fixed resolution of caused the strike, declare that all rail- witness against Ryan and ('. P.
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8.
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Ind.,
Indianapolis,
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can politics.
"By the petition of Governor Glynn
situation this
strike of the employes of the IndianSummarizing the
strike is to protest against the senMrs. McKldowuey answered Ryan's
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that, the graud
Berlin, Nov. 8. The American am
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riots.
Dr. Henry Allen Tupper, a field offi
one or two visits she be- of Governor Samuel M. Ralston. The county of New York has duly returnsaid.
After
James W. Gerard, called at engaged in the recent
bassador,
the entire district once."
ask a minimum came convinced that a "bad influence"
cer of the International Peace Foruin, the foreign office today and confer
The strikers alt-The national uard is helng recruit- of which
employes won their demand for ar- ed Into open court, an indictment
Taft is an hon red for somef ine with Dr. Alfred Zlm- - wage of 4.0ft. p- - lay aud an eight-hou- r was
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day.'
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drafts, she said, one for $2,500 and recognition of the union In the terms to warrant the arrest, arraignment
ed for the use ot'the cavalry. Unless
the World declare they have a mem- one for $12,500.
Arizona, today on a mission w'hich was .
and trial of the respondent, if he may
of the settlement.
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Northern bonds." site testified.
wages, hours, conditions and service indictment is pending. It is further
the state. General Chase announced, Washington authorities. Dr. Tupper
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it out, wholly useless.
carry
followed close at the marshal's heels. German consular agent. Max Weber,
form, the leaders of other parties are! the hands of the carpenters.
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and
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complete
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Sen,
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the southern Colorado mine operators General Castro at Juarez this afterof Mrs. Ellis M. Lake, the young
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last July of Miss Florence Brown,
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an
word from the department of justice, may be ordered, according
Anniston, Ala., Nov. 8. For the
fixed by appraisers appointed by the said that the principal rebel battery
The sturdy farmers of San Juan path, is an unpleasant one to think
it is said. The United States marshal thoritative statement last night. Mrs. fifth time, Erwin Pope, stood up In
governor. Since the beginning of the on a hill overlooking Chihuahua con- valley, in San Juan county, may have of In these times. But .like the explorwarrant
court here today and heard a senfarm- is under the department of justice, of Lake has been held on a
coal strike It frequently has been sug- tinues this afternoon.
to emulate the example of the gallant ers of old, the San Juan valley
tence of death pronounced against
. have
to meet the red which the attorney general of the charging complicity.
decided
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of
form
beast
operthat
in
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public
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in
Huerta
savage
gested
facing
pioneers
Ilarr in a detailed statement late him for the murder of J. It. MeClark- skins In battle, if it should be neces- United States is the "chief.'
ation of coal mines be resorted to in
Mexico City. Mex Nov. 7. Provls- - and fighting the hostile Indians.
Shelton has been yesterday coBip!etely.".onerated Mrs. !jn a weathy p)anter.
Superintendent
".
sary.
order to relieve the coal shortage.
ional President Huerta, it was learned
A disnatch received
by the New
to employ sufficient men Lake at the same time declaring his
case ls unjque jn Alabama
Pope-empowered
U. S. Marshal Leaves.
has
In authorative. circles here today,
Mexcaa from the Farmington "Enterio hold the situation pending the ar- confession to the grand jury was made !jriSI)rudence. Four times before this
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S.
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to
TO
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Owing
New York, Nov. 8. It
ronce the case was thrown out be- The war department has ready a
at once to Ship Rock Indian Agency,
last night that District Attorney WhitThe funds are said to have been ob- 35 miles below Farmington if the leave Durango, Colorado, tomorrow, sufficient
to handle the RICHEST YOUNG MAN IN
force
jcause
of the technical, construction of
military
not
can
reach
Mr.
Hudspeth
man had been warned over the tele- tained through the efforts of Lord
Sunday,
AMERICA ENGAGED, .the word "forthwith."
Another aimeal
if necessary.
band of Indians who are on the war
Farmington until late Monday after- situation
phone to halt the state graft inquiry. Cowdray, bead of the Pearson syn- path carry out their threats.
New York, Nov. 8. Announcement will be taken.
noon and then he will have to travel
"You'd better stop this thing; your dicate.
of the engagement of Vincent Astor,
"Trouble has been brewing for some 35 miles by motor or stage to reach
Major McLaughlin Coming.
best friends may be Involved if you
The financial situation here changed
InWashington, D. C, Nov. 8. Secre- to Miss Helen Dinsmore Huntington, AUTO OF PRINCE
Shiprock Indian agency.
Some time over the arrest of several
don't," said a man who did not dis- slightly for the better today.
Commissioner daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert P.
KILLS LITTLE GIRL.
The other plan, going to Gallup by tary Lane and Indian
close his identity. The call was banks are putting out silver. Among dians."
of Hopeland House,
u hold a mnference today con Huntington.
As stated in the New Mexican yester- train, and then motoring
or riding
traced to a public pay station in an the callers received by John Lind,
on the Staatsburg, NV Y.,. is expected to be
Fottsdam, Germany, Nov. 8. A four
Wflenn'a nprnnnnl renresen- - day, the "trouble which has been brew- across the country for 130 miles to cerning the recalcitrant Indians
east side store. The message was
New Mexico. made today, according to a report year old girl knocked down by an auin
reservation
was
the
due
to
would
marriages
Navajo
but
was
plural
considered,
Mexico
and
a
of
number
ing
of
one
reachwere
have
that
the Bishop
Shiprock,
tative,
only
re- tomobile in which Prince Friederich
The They directed Major McLaughlin, the published here this mornijjg. The
ed the prosecutor by telephone and by General Fernando Gonzales, one of the among the Indians, the medicine men probably have taken as long.
de- port quotes Mr. Astor as stating that
interior
of
the
been
of
veteran
have
which
Leopold of Prussia was driving near
to
all
and
is
reservation
inspector
the
efto
liquor,
Navajo
the same
oldest officers in the Mexican army,
anonymous letters
trip through
frowned upon by the government off- said to be the most dismal, gloomy partment, who is widely known as Mrs. Huntington would announce the here today, died after the prince has
who recently retired.
fect.
imengagement some time today. Fern conveyed her to a hospital. The child
icials on the Navajo reservation.
and forbidding journey that can be the "Indian's friend" to proceed
Diaz Has Not Wired.
"If I can stand against Jack Rose
mediately to the Navajo reservation Cliffe, Astor"8 country estate at darted across the street in front of
The spectacle of a few school teach- taken In the United States.
and that gang, I guess I can stand
Paris, Nov. 8. General Porfirlo
es- the motor car too late for the driver
No further news has been heard as the personal representative of the Rhinebeck, and the Huntington
against this new gang," was Mr. Diaz has not Bent a telegram asking ers at Shiprock agency facing a hosto avoid her.
tate, are adjoining properties,
,
General Huerta to resign nor has he tile horde of red skins, on the war from Agent Shelton at Shiprock and no department.
Whitman's comment.
RETURNING

Washington, D. C, Nov. S. No announcements were made either at the
white house or state department today
as to the progress of the negotiations
being conducted by Charge O'Shaugh-nessand John Lind in Mexico City to
bring about the retirements of Huerta.
Though there have been intimations,
official and unofficial,
that Huerta
would reject the American demands,
the next step is dependent on the re
ceipt of an absolute and final answer. In the meantime diplomatic pressure from many quarters is being
brought to bear with hope for the
success of the negotiations.
President Wilson went golfing early
today. Secretary Bryan said he had
nothing to say.
Carranza Pleased.
Nogales, Sonora, Nov. 8. General
Venustiano Carranza appeared unusually optimistic today regarding the
success of the constitutionalist revolution, which he heads.
Dispatches from his agents at Washington and New York ! v.icated that
official Washington wanted to know
the exact extent and strength of the
insurrection against the Huerta government. This Carranza and his followers Interpreted as strong intimation that the Wilson administration
was considering recognition of tha
Mexican Insurgents.
Such action the rebel chief considers
would insure the success of the revolution and he asserted he could put
100,000 men into the field.
Carranza was cheered greatly today by the news of the successful
smuggling over the line at Naco of a
large shipment of rides and ammunit-
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A CHILD'S

TRY THESE--THE-

WILL PLEASE YOU

Y

FRESH OYSTERS,
COVE OYSTERS,
OYSTER COCKTAIL SAUCE,
SWEET RED PIMIENTOES,
WALKER'S RED HAT TOMATOES,
DYER'S BAKED BEANS,
ORTEGA'S PEELED GREEN CHILI
AND NEW COMB HONEY.

INTER

GROCERY CO,

PHONE

LAXATIVE
IS "SYRUP OF FIGS."

CAUSE

OF DAWSON

They Love to Take It and It Doesn't
Harm the Tender Little Stomach,
HANDS IN WATER
Liver and Bowels.
Is
If your little tongue .
coated. It
is a sure sign the stomach, liver and
FOUND
Eczema on Hands, Face, Neck and
bowels need a gentle, thorough cleanB-InArms. Could Not Sleep Nights
at once. When your child is cross,
Used
peevish, listless, pale, doesn't sleep,
for Burning and Itching.
W
eat or act naturally; if breath is bad. STATE MINE INSPECTOR R. H.
and Ointment.
Cuticura
Soap
stomach sour, system full of cold,
IN SIGNED STATEMENT SAYS
Now Entirely Cured.
throat sore, or if feverish, give a
of "California Syrup of Figs"
BY
IGNITED
WAS
COAL
DUST
and In a few hours all the clogged-up- ,
" Eczema had bothSt.. Helens. Ore.
constipated waste, Bour bile and
ered mo for two years. First it caine on iry
SHOT FIRED PREMATURELY.
hands then on my face, neck and arms. My
undigested food will gently move out
hand first began to crack along the linos In
B
joi me noweiB, ana you nave a wru,
the hand, and a whilo rash broke out. I was
BS 'playful child again.
FIRING
OF
SYSTEM
botucrod with it. A rash came all over my
Eh
Sick children needn't be coaxed to
race and I could not sleep nights for the
laxative."
take this harmless "fruit
I seratehod myself at
burning and itching,
SHOTS IS EXPLAINED
Wl Millions of mothers keep it handy be-- j
night till my neck, arms and face were one
mass of sores. I could not put my bands In
PJllcause they know its action on 1he
water and my hands and fuce were all disstomach, liver an dbowels is prompt
An olhcial report from Keen H. Bed
figured.
and sure. They also know a little
dow, state mine inspector, says as
"I tried six or eight different ointments
given today saves a sick child tomor-- I follows about the Dawson
mine exwithout any relief. A friend sent for a
row.
,
snmplo of Cuticura Soap and Ointment and
Ask your druggist for a 50 cent bot- l;o made me a present of it and before I had
Oallup, X. M., Nov. 7. The cause used half of the snmplo I felt a relief from
of "California Syrup of Figs,"
which contains directions for babies, t tie explosion ai ine uawson mine that terrific Itching and burning. I then
children of all ages and for grown- "as now oeen aerermmeu oejuuu a- bought four cakes of Cuticura Soap and six
boxes of Cuticura Ointment. I used three
hnrrla
ttfltt'oro nf doubt. It was caused by an overlino nlainhr nn
of the Cuticura Soap and three boxes
counterfeits sold here. Get the genu- - charged shot, being fired m room 2i, takes
of
tiie Cuticura Ointment and now I am
2. This
No.
in
mine
off
ninth
the
entry
made
"California
by
ine,
Fig Syrup
cured."
(Signed) J. A. Pender,
shot blew the coal out into the gob for entirely
Company." Don't be fooled!
22, JM3.
la distance of forty feet, creating Apr.
'.
Cuticura
the
Soap and OintAlthough
'much wind, stirring up and igniting' ment are most successful in the treatment
THE RECORD PlnUX
jthe coal dust, spreading from this; of affections of the skin, scalp, hair and
of the mino. The hands, they are also most valuable for everyBY ROOSEUELTCO. point to all pointswere
traced from the day use in the toilet, bath and nursery beshot firing wires
cause they promote and maintain the health
be- shot back to the first cross-cu- t
of
skin and hair from infancy to age.
Portales, N. M., Nov. S. Portales tween room 27 and 2, u tnen turnea Soldthe
everywhere, liberal sample of each
ivalley and Roosevelt county have thisjout room 26 to within 50 feet of the: mailed free, with
Skin Book. Address
year made a record that will be hard ninth, west entry, where it was at"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
for nny other Bection of the state, no tached to a cut out Bwitch, but this
WM en wltb shave and shampoo with Cumatter how well developed, to equal. switch was cut In. The wire then led ticura Soa will find It best for skin and scalp.
At the New- Mexico State Fair at out of room 20 into the ninth, west
Albuquerque, in competition with ir- entry, then going up the ninth west
rigation sections that were fully de- entry to room 24, where It connected most branches of the orange trees
veloped before Irrigation in the Por- to another switch convenient to the and continued their favorite Bport.
tales valley was dreamed of, the Por- trolley wire. This switch was also; when the
nionkeys became mono-cu- t
tales valley had things going her way.
in. A piece of copper wire wan
the guests turned their
She took over thirty first prizes, be
wrapped around the trolley wire tion t0 the parrots. Those parrots
sides eighteen seconds, and blue rib
this switch and a piece 01 were loquacious. Some of them
opposite
bons galore. In addition to this Roose
wire, the right length to con- parent,Iy had been associating recent-nec- t
velt county won first prize on county
with the trolley wire, was found ly wltn the drivers and balky mules
exhibits.
on top of a loaded car standing be- because they had the choicest assort- But only a portion of our exhibit tween the switch and the wire tha, jment o( anEuaKe imaginable. It was
products were displayed at Albuquer was wrapped around the trolley, also edifying, some of the guests thought.
que, for while a part or the exhibits an electric detonator was rouna on
This is the first real expensive funcwere carrying everything before them the floor near this switch ,thus showtion
the Stotsburys have given since
there, a good part of the stuff was ing that this shot had been fired fro:n Inst
year when they were criticized
shipped to Amarillo, Texas, for exhibit the trolley wire during working hours, even from the
pulpit for their alleged
ion at the Panhandle fair.
Here, when the men were all In the mine, lavish
expenditures at a ball given
again, we came in competition with which was contrary to our mining in a hotel here. Since then
they have
older and more fully developed coun- laws and the rules of Ihe company.
been very quiet. Mr. Stotsbury de
tries, but the results, as might have
The company provides a separate clared that bis
large functions were
been expected, were the same. Prizes system ot shooting wires tnrougnoiu
the affair of himself, his wife and of
ot
on
wires
won
Amarillo
were
at
cantaloupes, the mine, and this system
his guests.
t
sweet potatoes, onions, peppers, al- was protected
three
by
on
the best switches, so that the Bhots could not
falfa, corn potatoes and
general farm products display.
possibly be fired while the men were
At the International Dry Farming in the mine.
It was the custom for CHICHESTER
the room
congres sat Tulsa, Oklahoma, our ir- the miners to cut-iBRAND. A
Ladlv! A.b your Ifrv,
rigated products there won for the switches when each one left his workUIonJ
nd
U.ld meUllicVV
I'lll. in Rp4
valley many premiums and a great ing place. After the men had all left
boxes, Belled wltn Blue Ribbon, V
deal of the very best advertising the mine, the appointed Bhot flrer en
AskrOTCiri.rmtfi.TKtt.il
nMia.
IHAMOND fCRAND PILLS, for Ml
could not be entered, as only
the entry switches,
tered and cut-iyears known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable)
products were to be displayed. Again, which are placed in lock boxes. After
SOLD BY DRUGGIST
ntEWWIEM
however, Roosevelt county was there all the entry switches had been "cut-imine
the
out
with the goods. This time she came
of
the Bhot firers go
pro- and into the shot tiring, cabin, loca
in competition with
the
sections
of
all
of
ducts
country. ted near the mouth of the mine, they
Again was Roosevelt county awarded then signal to the man in the sub
the premium, this time for the best station to turn the current on the shot
county forage crop exhibit.
firing wires, and as soon as that Is
PortaleB valley and Roosevelt coun done, the switch in the cabin is cut-iTHE SANITARY
ty have thus established a record for
and all the shots In the mine are
the best farming products in all lines, fired at once, when everybody is out
SHORT OBDER RESTAURANT
irrigation, crops, including truck of all Lf the mine. The current is immekinds, and dry farming products, as Hitelv turned off the shot firing wires
REGULAR MEALS.
well. With justice may she well be an(j not turned on again until the next
named, "The Garden Spot of the flav. when the shots are to be fired
Open Day
World."
which is about 6:30 p. m. The shot
Best Equipped, Most Modern.
E. P. Kuhl, of Grldley, Illinois, who firers
out
the
all
cut
the mine,
has been in Portales looking after his entry switches and lock the boxes, and
Special Dinner Parties.
t
land interests, is extremely well pleas the miners are expected to
the
ed with the valley. Said he: "I paid room switches as they enter their
1
$200 an acre for land in the north- rooms the next morning. But all these
ROMULO LOPEZ, PROP.
west that is not as good as yours, and precautions amount to nothing because
MEXICO.
NEW
SANTA FE,
that does not and cannot produce the a man wanted to load a few more cars
crops that are being harvested in the of coal that day, he fired his shot
Portales valley." He said that after from the trolley wire, thus starting
carefully .looking over many of the an explosion that killed 263 men and (uvnmjuvmnnnnnuiArvxnjuuunjvp
widely advertised farm communities, destroyed much valuable property. s
he is convinced that land values are The lesson taught by this disaster has
greatly overrated, while in the Por- been a dear one and should be sufftales valley just the opposite Is true. icient to enable the operators to realThe central irrigation station closed ize fully the danger lurking in the coal
its season Xovember 1st. The year's dust of the mines.
run was very successful, some 3,000 Our ventilation and equipment, In
acres of land being under irrigation most cases, are reasonably good, but
by this plant. Crops harvested are the coal dust problem has not been
the best in the history of the vaUey. studied and understood as it should
A large additional
acreage will be be; this is the matter that should rewatered by this plant the coming year, ceive the immediate attention of evas the Utilities company is selling a ery operator in the state and the proplarge amount of land to homeBeekers er remedies applied, if not, more rigid
and prospectors from the north and laws covering this feature of mining
east, and most of this will be under niyst be enacted.
REE8 H. BEDDOW,
the central plant.
State Mine Inspector.
Judge W. E. Lindsey has returned
from Moberly, Missouri, where he re
cently spent several days on business.
The Woods Trio presented the first HAD A MONKEY AND
THE REAL ARTICLE!
number of the lyceum course to a
TIME OF IT
PARROT
NO COMPOUND!
large and appreciative audience this

EXPLOSION

g

BED-DO-

B

.

4Q.

,'

.

-

PHONE 85 MAIN.

oal

Wood

anhdolreestaal,e

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
COAL, ALL SIZES.

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL

ANTHRACITE
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T &

S. F.

Railroad Depot.

and Meat, $3.50 per
"
$2.50
Oyster Shells
Meat Scraps,
.05 " lb.
"
Ground Charcoal,
$ .03 "

'....$
...

Poultry and Stock FoodComposed
of Corn, Bran, Oats and Alfalfa,

GORMLEY'S

& RIO GRANDE

DENVER

RAILWAY

MISSOURI-PACIF- IC

THE

CO.

'

C0.1

& SOUTHERN

yST. LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN

C0."C3

FOR ALL EASTERN

i

POINTS

AND SOUTHERN

TRAVELERS TO THE EAST
will find every want anticipated In the modern
service provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
n
Mountain.
Louis over the
high-cla-

ss

Missouri-Pacific-Iro-

To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast
Points Denver '& Rio Grande-Wnter- n
LINE
THROUGH
Pacific Rail wav-- he Royal
River Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic
Line FAR fcXCfcLLLINCfc of all America.
T

Gorge-Feath-

er

FOR INFORMATION

244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

N M.

S PILLS

n

dry-far-

Majestic Cafe

I

n

t

I

!

J.

C. L. POLLARD,

L. A. HUGHES,

President.

CRICHTON,

Manager

Secretary.

4 Treasurer.

cut-ou-

Lumber and Transfer Go.
(INCORPORATED)

HEADITARTEIIS FOR

A

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

I Shingles, Cement,

Plaster, Roofing and Build
ing Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS fthe FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
TRANSFER BUSINESS

GENERAL

AND STORAGE

Phone 100 and 35 W.

Foot of Montezuma Ave,

GO.

Does a General Banking Business.
4imif MtimilfllfMtMllHIMHIHMI

;,,.

llllHIIHMtlllllumik

Your Patronage Solicited
,11,,ll,imil,l,M,l,M,IM,nBMMllMlWiMMOMfMMM,Mm,MMMM,IMMMMIM,Hr

N. B. LAUGHLIN,

President.
J. B. LAM,

HAND-PAINTE-

JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

CHINA

D
now displayed at
Showing decorations to delighttothe eye are
appeal to everyone-Stei- ns,
my store. There are articles Card
Vases, etc. The
Smoking Sets, Tobacco Jars, call toCases,
see the China Articles
Please
reasonable.
are
prices
before the best pieces have been sold.

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO

and Night.

FRESH
NEW YORK
BUCKWHEAT

week.

STAIES BANK ft TRUST

UNITED

I
I
I
I
I
I

FLOUR

gij? Your Business Solicited

STREET.

GENERAL STORE

desired.

d

POWER
IS QUITE SO

NOTHING as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
Iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full Information cheeerfully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

g

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,

(fCI

cut-ou-

n

AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON

rwf
apr W!H.

AC

IN

-

DrNVER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
Where Direct Connections are Made

fft

v'v

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Qood light
that Is easy on the eyes is very much to be

-

SHORTEST LINE TO

1

LIGHT

32--

atten-foun-

-

CO.

WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY

J

14

post-car- d

j

RAILROAD

8, 1913.

EGG
PRODUCERS
cwt.
Green Cut Bone

-

CAPITAL COAL YARD

NOVEMBER

SATURDAY,

The musical department of the Woproman's Club gave their
gram at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C.
O. Leach. Those appearing on the
program were Mrs. John Tyson, Mrs.
S. E. Ward, Misses Edna Carter, Marguerite Patterson and Pearl Leach.
Mrs. George Dean read a paper on
"French Composers," and Mr. Leach
on American Music.
The T. F. C.'s met with Mrs. Reagan
Connally.
BEWARE OF OINTMENTS
FOR CATARRH THAT
CONTAIN MERCURY
as mercury will surely destroy tne
sense of smell and completely derange
the whole system when entering it

through the mucous surfaces. Such
articles should never be used except
on prescriptions from reputable physi
cians, as the damage they will do is
ten fold to the good you can possibly
Hall's Catarrh
derive from them.
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
& Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury,
and is taken internally, acting directly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces
In buying Hall's
of the system.
Catarrh Cure be sure you get the
genuine. It Is taken internally and
made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney
& Co., Testimonial free.
Sold by druggists. Price 75c per
bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constl-

'ov. 8. The
Philadelphia, Penn.,
Edward T. StMsburys ga'e their first
spectacular ' stunt' of thi season in an
r
supper at the Bellevue
Stratford, at which chattering mon
keys commingled with the guests, entertaining the guests chiefly by pick
ing the fleas off one another the
monkeys, of course and pulling to
pieces priceless orchids with which
the rooms were literally fitted. The
women guests cheered the monkeys'
antics.
Early in the evening "those newspaper peiBOus"' were allowed to In
spect the trimmings. They looked
just as if some person had been given
carte blanche and told to go right
ahead and make just as big a dent in
the Stotsbury millions necessary to
make the first supper a success.
There were orchids, and more or
chidsnot measly little bunches, but
great large orange trees with real
ine
oranges growing on them.
oranges continued to grow until the
some
of
guests decided they wanted
them and then they were plucked.
To make the tropical effects more
complete talking parrots were turned
loose to keep the nionkeys company.
The parrots shrieked and the monkeys
chattered and played with their fleas.
Mony of the women guests seemed
to like the monkeys. They tried to
coax them away from the favorite oc
cupations, but instead of obeying, the
foaxing monkeys climbed to the topafter-dinne-

License Numbers,

v

Phone, 130 Main.

M7.
Day or Nlfht
Next Door to Postoff Ice.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.
of

Telephone 9 W

104 DON GASPER ST.

ASK FOR

TIGKETSSHIP YOUR

FREIGHT

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

Coast, via

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

to Torrance thence.

,4Tt

The

Best

'

East
or
West

ALSO

A

full line of Pure
Maple Syrup

For Rates and Full Information, Address
G. F. & P. Aft., El Paso, Texas.
EUGENE FOX,

and
Cane Syrup to spread
on the
Delicious Cakes
it makes !

DISTRIBUTOR

LEIYIP'S

OF

KEG and BOTTLE BEER

BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

WARNER'S
HOME-MAD-

BREAD,

E

PASTRY, CAKES, ETC.,

are handled exclusively by us
GET THE

HABIT!

THE

He rn
nnnnruinnnruuvuvnAAnAnv

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Arent for Manltou Sprinf Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
35 J
PPHONE
tpi

THE STAR- BARN
W. A. WILLIAMS.

-

FKUFKICIUK.

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE PONIES.

TWO AND FOUR HOISE OUTFITS.

Phone 139. 310 San Francisco

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

St

-

NOVEMBER

SATURDAY,

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION
given an opportunity at the
U. S.
mentioned time and place to
N' M" N0Vem''examine the witnesses of said

of the fnterior.

of a

IF WE FIGHT MEXICO

cross-be0-

"'or11"1
"(Republication)

ant and to offer idence in rebuttal
Notice is hereby given that Fran- - of that submitted by claimant.
Cisco Mora, of Cuba, N. M., who made
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
small holding claim No. 5277, serial
Register
No. 015207, for Lot 1, Section 21, Uis
21
X.,
4, 5 and 6, Section 10, Township
Range 1 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has AN OLD PICTURE
filed notice of intention to make small
REVEALS SECRET
holding proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before Juan C.
Detroit, Nov. 8 Wells A. Ander-Sandoval, U. S. Commisioner. at Cuba,
of forgery
.M., on the 12th day of December, son. arrested on a charge
at the National Candy Company ,was
1913.
Central Station by LieuHe names the following witnesses to recognized at
tenant Fred Quackenbush as a man
his
adverse
actual, continuous,
prove
he had received
whose
possession of said tract for twenty from thephotograph
police in 1911.
Washington
of
next
preceding the survey
years
that I have a picture of
believe
'"I
the township, viz:
somewhere in which you wear a
Tranquillno Romero, Jose Andres you
straw
hat," said the lieutenant.
Archibeque, Ceiso Sandoval, Felipe
"No, you haven't," replied Anderson,
Salazar, all of Cuba, N. M.
a picture was taken once by a
Any person who desires to protest "Such
lawI
against the allowance of said proof, police photographer, but paid a
or who knows of any substantial yer $100 to have it removed from poreason under the laws and regulations lice galleries all over the country."
The lieutenant, realizing that Anderof the interior department why such
be son probably used a fictitious name,
will
allowed
not
be
should
proof
took his Bertlllion measurements and
through them found the photograph.
Anderson had been arrested in the national capitol in July, 1911, on a charge
of forgery, under the name of Harry
C. Armour.
Detectives Dowd and Wilkinson
said that Anderson had presented a
check for $35 to the National Candy
company's cashier last week, claiming
to be employed as window trimmer at
They
Kress's store in New York.
gave him $3 on account and telegraphed east to verify his claim. Receiving
a
reply, thye held An,-- ,
derson for the police when he returned for the balance.

What Ate
YOU Worth
From the

RftBBttl

.UP?

Montezuma.
F. M. JoneB, City.
C. F. Bishop, St. Louis.
Mrs. Clara Forney, Silverton.
.7.

J. Peyer, Rlnconada.

W. M. MoCoy, Mountainair.

Lee Anderson, Tucumcari.
Jesse L. Nusbaum, City.
Wm. M. Leele, Boston.
Geo. Atkinson, Chicago.
John W. Sullivan, City.
L. Lewkowitz, Denver.

Schools

ko to the man who is
struggling along on
small pay and say to
him, We will train
you for promotion
right where you are,
or we will qualify
you to take up a
more congenial line
of work at a much
higher salary." sevEvery month
eral hundred students voluntarily
report advancement
as the direct result
of I. C. 8. training.
You need not leave
your present work,
or your own home.
Mark this coupon at
once and mail it.

interiilioial cerrespoodCDce Schools
J m

Box 888, Scranton, Pa.
without further obligation on my
Plate explain,
can qualify tor the position, trade, or
part, bow 1before
which I have marked X.
profession
Electrical Wireman
Automobile Running
Electrical Engineer
rouitry r arming
Mechanical Draftsman
Bookkeeper jv"-- ' Mechanical
Engineer
StenographerMm
Telephone Expert
Advertising
Show-Car- d
Stationary Engineer
Writtaf
Textile Manufacturing
Window Trimming
Civil Engineer
Commercial Illustrat.
Building Contractor
Industrial Designing
Architect
Architectural Drafts.
Construct n
Chemist
f Pni"h Concrete
Plumbing, Steam Fitf g
Language i f?
Mine Foreman
Banking
Mine
Italisn
Superintendent
Civil Servlcel

I St. & No

A

De Vargas.
J. G. Foot, New York.
S. F. Millikin, Silver City.
A. Wilson, Battle Creek.
Geo. W. Clark, St. Louis.
Sam Eldodt, Chamita.
J. Eldodt, Chamita.
L. H. Ritter, Portsmouth, O.
D. B. Richmond, Chicago.
E. F. Burven, Trinidad.
Theo. Espe, City.
O. Hoppenmath, Pueblo.
R. R. Larkin, Las Vegas,
W. W. Ward, Denver.
T. J. Molinear, Portales.
J. R. Galusha, Albuquerque.

Every Woman
should

and
la Interested
know about the wonderful

Marvel ShM"'

uoucne

Ask yourdrusreistfor
N. If ho cannot supply the MARVEL,
but
accept no other,
send stamp for book.
MirvelCo..44 E. 23d St.

.

lift .?.....

UNCLE SAM

Mexican
Chihuahua and

great transcontinental

railway

leading
Mexico City.
There are four
cavalry along the
upon them, as the

to

BANKERS

other regiments of
Rio Grande, and
plans ruu, will rest

IN DUKE CITY
MEXICO

LOOM

BIG

IN

THE

WHO WILL

PUBLIC

TO

ASSOCIATION

ter jNEW
Mexican towns as Laredo, the
minus of another great Mexican railCONVENTION WEDNESDAY
terway; Piedras Negras, another
-

WILL HAVE TWO GENERALS

MEET

WILL

IN

HOLD

INTERESTS

rising

vote extended its thankn to

AN INCESSANT COUGH.

Agent Lutz and his good company for
the picture. The other five will be

distributed about the grade rooms,
As a token of esteem in which the
late Adjniant General Brookes was
held !
the pupils of the Santa t'e
high school, a committee was appoint-eri Thursday, representing
the four
o'asses, to purchase a floral ottering.
The past year the general had endeared himself to tho various classes in
school by allowing them free use of
the armory for athletic and social purposes and the school feels keenly the
loss of a good friend.
Thanksgiving Is coming and with its
approach the teachers and pupils are
planning programs for the occasion.
The boys and girls will make a full
report of their school gardens and
1he money iu the hands of the treasurer will be divided among the little
gardeners.

j

Continued Dropping of Mucut
into my Throat.

A severe cough Is always a graTO
symptom. Jt may not indicate orEven;
ganic disease of the lungs.
though the cough is a functional disturbance it is of sulflcient gravity to
demand prompt attention.
The dropping- of mucus from the
bnc-part of the nose into the throat
Indicates nasal catarrh. Sometimes
this goes on a long time before the
patient pays any attention to It. It
Is stated on good authority that mucus dropping into the throat In this
way is apt to excite catarrh of the
stomach. At any rate, the condition;
ought to be corrected us soon as pos-

GOOD"
minus, and lesser border places,
Paon
the
Juana
Tia
THE
GUARD
COIN.
WHO
MEN
cluding
dingy
OF
THE
AMERICAN
ADMIRAL
cific coast, south of San Diego.
WILL
NOT
THE
BEHIND
BE
Under General Carter and Bliss,
The New Mexico Bankers' associa
therefore, in the first move planned
SCENES.
for a Mexican war game, there will tion meets iu Albuquerque Wednesbe about 15,000 men.
day, November 12, and Thursday,
About 05.000 men, however, are November 1.3. Santa Fe will probably
A
(By
Military Expert.)
available immediately for an army in be represented.
Washington, D. C, Nov. S. All
Mexico, and some of the earliest moveThe following letter has been reto
President Wilson has to do is
sible.
push ments in the war
plans
department
here concerning the convenceived
Mrs. Bourland, of Frankston, Texas,
the button and off will go the blast of
for
50,000 men to the tion:
rushing
provide
found after using Peruna that not
war against Mexico.
Gulf of Mexico for transportation to
N. M., Nov. 3, 1U13.
"Raton,
only did the Incessant cough disapJust as the Panama canal engineers
Vera Cruz and into Mexico via the "Gentlemen:
pear, but the dropping of mucus into
spent mouths in preparing the Gam-bo- a transcontinental
Read
ot Laredo,
the throat had also ceased.
lines
"No doubt by this time you have redike so that Mr. Wilson, by the
what she says:
Pass and El Paso.
out a few
Eagle
sent
invitation
the
ceived
9.
e
was
I
could
his
twenty-threof
put
'Tor
forefinger,
pressure
yearfl
MAYOR
NEW
NEW YORK'S
Militiamen, too, are included in the days ago requesting your attendance
constant sufferer from chronic cadevastating energy into the arrangeare about 2100 at, the meeting of the New Mexico
tarrh. I had a severe misery and
ments, so the war department, during army plans. There
HAS TO TAKE WIFIE ON
must be Bankers' association at Albuquerque
burning in the top of my head. There
the past six monthB, has been getting miles of American border that
was almost a continual dropping of
from guerillas and roving on November 12th and 13th. In order;
everything ready for the push button protected
mucus into my throat, which caused
HONEYMOON
TRIP.
out
who
of
Mexicans
committee
bands
may
may
spill
entertainment
that
the
in the White House.
My entire
frequent expectoration.
If
American
own
the
as
as
their
be
advised
country
o'
possible
early
The brains and plans are all behind
system gradually became Involved,
will
task
the
it
be
and
and
enter
their
bankers
of
it,
number
worse.
I had
probable
and my condition grew
the scenes in the war building, but in troops
to keep ladies who will attend 1 will kindly
an incessant cough and frequent at-- j
the popular eye two men loom into of perhaps 150,000 militiamen
It
from
which
B.
on
tne,
botn
American
bilious
of
Mr.
colic,
J.
cities
tacks
border
write
Herndon,
ask that you
jtne
importance.
My
Beemed I could not recover.
land Mexican sides safe and quiet and Albuquerque, N. M.. informing him of
H.
One is Major General William
bowels also became affected, causing
(also to prevent smuggling of arms and the number that will go from your
Carter, who has charge of 10,000 in- 'ammunition.
alarming attacks of hemorrhages.
You will realize the
jbank.
"I tried many remedies, which gave
fantrymen at Galveston and Texas
In the Rio Grande campaign
ian(.e of sending Mr. Herndon this in- only temporary relief, or no relief at
City. It is planned that Carter, if the plans provide for several important formation as early as possible and I
' all.
I at last tried Peruna, and In
war button iB pushed, will embark battles. The
r
three days I was relieved of the bowel
biggest of these so far, trust you will give it prompt
these men on transports and, crossing
battles" may lie known injtion.
derangement. After using five bottles
the Gulf of Mexico, enter Mexico at
I was entirely cured.
as the battle of Chihuahua
connection I wish to state
"In
this
history
"I most cheerfully recommend the
,, tx.a ...nia ... UnnWav Thoaa Kit.
Vera VIUZ.
I have asked for rates on the E.
that
use of Peruna to any one similarly
The other leader is Brigadier Gen- - ,les exist of oourse oniy nB remote P. & S. V., Colorado & Southern and
afflicted."
eral Tasker H. Bliss, whose head- - poBSjbilitles, but the American war
A. T. & S. F. Ry and as soon as I get
People who object to liquid mediare at Fort Sam Houston, hijpartment long ago obtained complete definite Information on
cine can now obtain Peruna Tablets.
the subject
the suburbs ot San Antonio. Vnder lnfol.mation aa to tIle iay 0f these two will advise you.
him are about 4000 men, strung along IargR
state capitals,
"If you are not now a member of
the southern border of the United
So mucn for General Bliss" task lour association do not let this deter
Rapid City,
Portland, SO; Pueblo,
States.
along and beyond the Rio Grande.
40; Salt
y0H from coming to the meeting. You
2S; Itoseburg, 50; Roswell,
On him will fall the duty of cross
as
General Carter's
will be just as welcoiiK and we hope
campaign,
San Francisco, 58; Spokane,
iLake,
Rio
Grande.
batmanned out. might consist of two
that after vou have met with us you
ing the
;
Illiston, 24;
Id: Tonopah,
A third possible figure will be Rear tes
jn the first, according to paper Vill decide to come In that we may
:is.
who
may plans, he would have the aid of war- all work together in harmony for the
Admiral Frank F. Fletcher,
Local Data.
command the American fleet In the ships at Vera Cruz in landing his 10, - general good of the banking fraternity
Highest temperature this date last
waters of the Gulf of Mexico. There 000 BOldiers. Heavy fighting at Vera in our state.
lyear, 64; lowest, 35. Extreme this date.
is no Mexican navy, aside from three ic,.uz is considered a remote possl"Thanking you in advance for your
41 years' record, highest, 61, in 1902;
small boats, so no marine battles are bility, for the Mexican war depart- prompt attention to the above, I relowest, 1(1, in 1S77.
in sight, but the cities of Tampico ment, in all likelihood, would mass main,
Forecast.
and Vera Cruz, according to the plans, all its strength to protect Mexico City
"Respectfully yours,
must be covered by the guns of AmerFor Santa Fe and vicinity: Fair and
some 300 miles distant.
"J. C. CIIRISTENSEX,
(Signed)
warmer tonight; Sunday fair, slightly
ican warships in the same way, on the
There are two railroads leading
"Secretary."
warmer.
Pacific coast, the towns of Mazatlan across the great mountains from Vera
The officers of the association are:
For New Mexico: Tonight fair; Sunand Guaymas may rest under the big Cruz to Mexico City, one of the;n a President, D. T. Hosklns, East Las
round eyes of warship guns.
small narrow gauge line. General Car- Vegas; Chairman Executive Commitday fair and warmer.
Conditions.
In the commissary department ot ter's task would be to secure control tee, C. M. Blackwell, Raton; Secretary,
,1 C. Christensen,
Ihe war building huge piles of unsent of these lines and transport his
Raton; Treasurer,
The entire western country is domiAt
Into the mountains
that
J. B. Herndon, Albuquerque.
nated by high barometer this morntelegrams lie on various desks.
the word of war these will be rushed
the beautiful Mexican metropprevail, with
ing, and clear skies
:
Mi
to the war department telegraph room olis on all sides.
much cooler weather over the plains
MORE BOTTLES SOLD
EACH YEAR.
and scattered over the country. They
Will it be necessary to bombard
region and eastern slope of the Rock
'S3ST
are orders for food and other supplies; Mexico City? In the walls of tho
ies. In Arizona and along the Pacific,
It Is easy to understand why an Infor trains and for the, movement of castle of Chapultepec today may stilt creasing number of bottles of Foley
however, the barometer is falling,
be seen the marks of the American Honey and Tar Compound is sold year- temperatures are higher and Borne
troops and transports.
j cloudiness
Other telegrams would start guns shells of 18 IS, when mere Mexican ,lv. Thos. Verran, 286 Edward Street,
appears over the North
abooming, for, within a few hours of boys, cadets in the military academy Houghton, Mich., gives an excellent
jl'acilic. Conditions favor fair and
somewhat warmer weather in this
a declaration of war, It is planned at the castle, made a fight against the reason when he writes: "Foley Honey
that all the iMexiclan cities along the Invaders that deserves a place In the and Tar Compound has always proven MRS. JOHN PURROY M1TCHEL.
tonight and Sunday.
an effective remedy, quickly relieving
southern border of the United States annals of war's heroics.
So busy has been John Putroy
MAKE THEM
must be occupied by American troops.
By the time this stage in the trou!le tickling in the throat, and stopping
Mitchel, the newly elected mayor of
BETTER IF THEY COULD
Thus the first fighting would probably is reached it is believed that the lead- the cough with no bad after effects.
New York, that since his marriage
The makers of Foley Kidney PlUa
fall on General Bliss. One telegram, ing citizens of Mexico will oe willing The Capital Pharmacy.
four years ago he has had no time to know that
they have absolutely the
for instance, would cause Beveral to seek peace. The present rebels unthink of the long deferred honeymoon. best combination
of curative and" healder the strong Vesustiano Carranza, 't
great guns to boom from the hills
"Now that the election Is over with,"
medicines for kidney and bladder
ing
EI Paso, Texas that is, if the is expected, will, by this time, bo con
said Mrs. Mitchel, "I am going to in- ailments and urinary Irregularities
Mexicans refused to surrender Juarez vinced that tlie United States seeks
sist that he take me on my honey- that It is possible to produce. That
without a fight. Over the roofs of the only peace in Mexico, though at first
moon trip." And she meant just what is
(By the Juniors.)
lot
cast
of
El
why Foley Kidney Pills are the best
will
is
Paso,
their
eight-storit
probable they
skyscrapers
The Literary society enjoyed an ex- she said.
medicine for the purpose you can buy.
over the Rio Grande and Into the brick with the regular Mexican troops to re
Like her husband, Mrs. Mitchel Is
cellent talk from Mr. C. E. Linney, on
The Capital Pharmacy.
and adobe city of Juarez would fall sent the invasion. As soon as
the United States Weather Bureau, a tireless worker. Though an excepto
the
control
say
El
able
shells.
Pasoans
are
forces
American
the
exHe
afternoon.
enthuan
hostess
and
last
Wednesday
tionally good
Coffw
that these big guns have been hidden elements of Huerta so the plans of
by maps the winds and the siastic entertainer, she cares little for
In the hills behind their town for two Washington statesmen go the Ameri- plained
Indifferent
The
more
storms.
of
movement
society, being
athletically
cans may withdraw.
Today is a fact; tomoryears.
and clined.
conditions of the atmosphere
In half an hour, it is planned, 1000
Carranza, as things looks now, is to
a may-be- .
row
interestother things now and
soldiers of the Second and Thirteenth be the big man of Mexico, with the manyto us. His
was enjoyed
lecture
ing
cavalries from Port Bliss could cross help of the United tSates.
As a mutter of princibv all present and a vote of thanks
the Rio Grande whether Mexicans
in our high
interest
his
for
was
given
ple you should test the
New Mexican Want Ada work while
blow up the two bridges or not and
school.
The range of temperature yesterday
terminal
is
the
which
Juarez
you
sleep.
possess
Schilling's Best money-bac- k
The junior class, after many a
was from 36 to 60; the average relawill
have decided upon dark blue tive humidity was 41 per cent. Yes
guarantee:
and crimson as their class colors.
terday was a clear and pleasant day
than
better
suit
any
you
Mr. R. H. Larkin, of Las Vegas, with a mean temperature of 7 degrees
DAUGHTERS OF FAMOUS FATHERS WERE BELLES
other."
made a visit to the high school on above the normal.
Wednesday.
The temperature at. S a. m. today
And as a matter of prinThe high school football team have was 2D in Santa Fe; in other cities as
AT EDISON HALLOWE'EN BALL.
won
tied
four and
follows:
played five games,
ciple you shouldn't trifle
one , 0 to 0. No opponent has secured
Amarlllo, 32; Bismarck, 24; Boise,!
time.
with
a single point against them. We are 40; Cheyenne, IS; Dodge City, 30;
trying to arrange a game with Albu Durango, 2S; Flagstaff, 44; Grand!
Do it now.
querque high and If we fail, will dis Junction, 40; Helena, 32; Kansas City,
Order today; you may forget
band for the season.
36; Lander, 20; Los Angeles, 60;
On Tuesday, November 11, the Sym- tomorrow.
32; Oklahoma, 36; Phoenix, 56;
pozium will meet and follow out this
program:
Piano Solo Nellie Martinez.
Lecture "Bonaparte" Mr. Lougee.
Reading Ferdinan Koch.
Anita
BY AUMAN.
and
Duet Helen Knapp
Wientge.
Debate Resolved, That The Panama Canal Should Me Entirely Tnder
Aff. Kath- United States Control.
erine Likens, Evelyn McBride, Virgil
Likens. Neg. Bess Owen, Carl Winter, Dtrothy Goebe!.
Wednesday evening, November 12,
at 8 o'clock, the seniors will have their
NEATlN
annual oratorical contest, at the gramDONE
mar school auditorium. There are
seven contestants and it promises to
be both interesting and close. The
students are under the direction of the
different teachers and are working
night and day to perfect themselves.
There will be on admission. Everyone
is invited to come and encourage the
men and women of tomorrow.
The schools of Santa Fe are under
obligations to Mr. Geo. Van Stone, seo
retary of the chamber of commerce,
for a victrola and a number of records
which he presented to the public
schools this week. This is not the
V
first time that the schools have been
favored in a substantial way by the
Van Stones and those in authority, the
teachers and pupils as well, appreciate these marks of thoughtfulness
and consideration.
One of the six fine pictures presented recently to the Santa Fe schools
by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
railroad through their local agent, Mr.
Lutz, has been hung in the assembly
room of the high school. It a reproMISS MADELINE EDISON (standing), daughter of Thomas A. Edison, duction of their celebrated painting
and MISS GENEVIEVE CLARK (seated), daughter of Speaker Clark, were of the Grand Canyon done in colors
guests of honor at the Hallowe'en ball given for the benefit of the Orange by Luis Alkin in 1906. The picture,
free library. They posed for their photographs on the veranda of the Edi 40 Inches long by 20 inches wide, Is
SATDftMif MORMIN.
son home at Llewellyn Park, West Orange, N. J. The honors of the ball handsomely framed and is sure worthy
were equally divided between these two charming daughters of America s of the prominent place It occupies In
well known men.
the assembly. The high school by a
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HOTEL ARRIVALS.

ItlsestimAtedthat
the averace man is
worth 2 a day from
the neck dozen what
is he worth from the
neclc upf
That depends entirely upon training.
If you are trained so
that you plan and
direct work you are
worth ten times as
much as the man
who can work only
under orders.
The Intatnatlenal
Corrupondancs
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SCHOOL NOTES.
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ADIES!

PLEASE NOTICE THE REASON
WHY YOU SHOULD BUY

TO-DA- Y

BRAND
PRESIDENT and
Extracts
NO. 3. They will SAVE you MONEY because It does not take as
much to meet the requirements as it does of other brands.

THE WEATHER

class-meetin-

"it

j

j

Mo-den-

MORE TO FOLLOW.

REDUCED RATE
TO ALBUQUERQUE

FOR NEW MEXICO
EDUCATIONAL

ASSOCIATION

To Be Held Nov.
ONE AND

ONE-FIFT-

H

23-2-

6-

FARE FOR THE ROUND TRIP.

Attend this Convention and enjoy a splendid
program. Addresses by Hon. P. P. Claxton,
U. S. Commissioner of Education, and
other neted educators.
ROUND TRIP FARE FROM HERE,

$4.15

Tickets on Sale Nov.

Wlnne-mucc-

V

21

to 25,

Return Limit, December 2.
H. S. LUTZ, Agt. A.T.& S. F. R. R.
SANTA FE, N. M.

SCHOOL DAYS.

fife

HI

'5
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GETTING UP EXERCISES FOR MEN WHO DON'T GET EXERCISE

WORKING WITH THEIR HANDS.
Simple Movements, Easy and Quick, Described for Our Readers by the Famous Instructor
cago University's Athletes.

Who

Trains

Chi-

In arguing a case,
the lie was passed and was immediately followed by blows. A clerk attempted to separate the attorneys, but
Robinson advised him to let the contestants fight it out. The judge
watched the bout until lack of breath
.
forced the contestants to end the
bat-le-

FOOTBALL

i

i

Today's Games.
Harvard vs. Princeton.
Dartmouth vs. Pennsylvania.

...

-

n

j

j

Mission of the proposed change in the

HARUARD WINS
FROM TIGERS
By 3 TO 0 SCORE

IS LOWcRED. circuit being among the possible
jects on the program. President
University, Cal., Nov. 8.
The Pacific coast record for the mile O'Neill was positive no change would
run was lowered two seconds on Stan- be made before next year, but a move-foroval today by James Powers, of ment in favor of a transfer of several
the Boston Athletic Association in a franchises has been under way for
paced race. Powers' time was four some time, it is said.
seconds. The former
minutes 18
Tecord of four minutes 20
seconds, CENAT0RS TQ gyy
was held by Clyde of the University;'"
MSS WLS0N A PRESENT.
of Washington.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 8. A
LEAGUE CIRCUIT
jscription list for the purpose of se- MAY BE CHANGED. curing a wedding present for Miss
Chicago, 111., Nov. 8. Directors of Jessie Wilson, was circulated among
the Western league faced some im-- i senators today by Senator Martine of
portant business In their annual meet- - New Jersey. It was expected that
ing to be held this afternoon, a dis-- ; about $1,000 would be raised.
j

d

Final Scores:
I.ehigh 50; Swarthmore, 0.
Wisconsin 12; Ohio State 0.
Dartmouth 34; University of Pennsylvania 21.
Yale 17; Brown
Michigan, 17; Cornell ft.
Syracuse 48; New York University
(V.

j
i

j

Whether you call them waistcoats
or whether you designate them as
vests, you will have to have two or
three in your wardrobe this winter.
I am making them of striped vel- -

vet in first empire style in Paul Poiret strikes your fancy if you only make it
futurist linen in wauteau silk and in and wear it.
The ones in the illustration are roy
plain satin striped across with braid.
In fact, you can make your waist- latest and best designs.
coat of any kind of material that
G. W. PRICHARD,

CARDS
BENEFIT DANCE AT PROFESSIONAL

Attorney and Counselior-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to eases
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M,

.

ATTORNEYS-ATLAW-

0.

Carlisle Indians Cl John Hopkins
LIBRARY HALL
University, 0.
Navy' 70; Buckne.ll, 7.
Michigan Agricultural College, 13;
HIGH SCHOOL BOYS AND SWEET
GIRL
Mount Union, 7.
Chicago 14; Northwestern 0.
GRADS-TBE WILL
TO
WALTZ
THE
Case, 20; Ohio Wesleyan, 0.
CLINK
OF SILVER DOLLARS RAISED
Oherlin, 13; Wesleyan Reserve, C.
Perdue (12; Rose Polytechnic 0.
FOR FOOTBALL TEAM.
Kansas 14; Washburne 0.
Missouri 10; Drake 0.
The High School boys and girls will
Army 77; Albright, 0.
William Jewell 13; Westminister 0. give a benefit dance at Library Hall
tonight. The proceeds will go toward
defraying the expenses of the football
SHE OWNS A HOUSE EARNED team which will visit Albuquerque.
The dance will begin at 9 p. m. and
will last for throe hours. The music
BY ACTING.
will be furnished by Miss Gerrish at
the piano, Mr. Lucero, violinist, and
there may be one or two other
;

University Field, Princeton, N. J.,
Nov. 8. A field goal by Brickley in
the second period gave Harvard a vicon University
tory over Princeton
field today by the score of 3 to 0. A
blocked kick from Law's toe opened
the way for the only score of the game
Harvard recovering the ball almost in
front of the Tiger goal posts and only
a short distance away. Princeton outplayed Harvard in the first period, the
Crimson line crumbling at the Princeton attack. In the second period,
however, Harvard began to show her
strength and easily held the Tigers
w
until thev became less
Both teams resorted to much punting, fearing to trust themselves with
the wet and heavy Tjall while it was
near the goal posts. The rain fell
during the first half of the game and
the field was a sea of mud, making it
difficult for the teams to get the
plays off quickly.
"BABY
ESMOND.
In the last part of the game, each
side tried field goals. Baker
and
Eva Esmond claims the distinction
Brickley making the endeavors, but of being the youngest girl
in the
both failed to make the ball carry to United States to own a house
bought
the posts. It was a clean game, fair- - with her own earnings. Little Eva
jly well played, considering the condi-- Esmond is only eight years old, but
Itious. Harvard assumed the offensive she possesses a cottage with a room
in the last part of the game and with for every year she has lived. The
one or two exceptions her goal was house is at I.oiig Branch, New York,
not in danger.
and it is valued at $5,500.
Under unfavorable weather condiMiss EBinond is known to actors as
tions, Harvard and Princeton met this Baby Esmond. A present she is playafternoon in their annual football bat- ing at the Hudson theater in "The
tle. Rain fell quite heavy at intervals Fight."
She is one of the highest
during the forenoon and at 1 o'clock salaried child actresses in the country
there was another heavy shower.
and her mother has made it a rule to
Princeton won the toss and defend- invest her little girl's earnings that
ed the north goal. Harvard kicked off she may receive the greatest benefit
over the goal line and Princeton ran from them.
the ball back 33 yards, Glyck carrying
the ball. Law immediately punted to CHARGES AGAINST AGENTS OF
Harvard's
line and Harvard
DEPT. OF JUSTICE FILED.
ran it back eight yards before the
Crimson runner was downed.
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 8 SensaThe Tigers fairly outplayed Har- tional
charges alleging unfairness on
vard throughout the first period and the
of representatives of the Unitthe spectators went wild with delight ed part
States department of Justice in preor groaned, according to their sympaparing a case against the Florida Fruit
thies, as the sturdy Princeton linemen Lands company, pending before the
or
Crimson
stopped
plays
opened federal
jury" here, were containholes for the Orange and Black backs. ed in a grand
petition filed before the federTwice Princeton was close enough to
al district court here today by Herbert
try for field goals but both attempts S.
Hadley, former governor of Misfailed and neither side scored before
souri,
attorney representing the land
hopeless tangles which, about to be the quarter ended.
L1VELV ACTION IS
i
company.
Princeton
went
at
visitor's
the
line
are
and
righted,
suddenly
uiiexnectedly
In the petition the court was asked
IN
IH
with renewed determination
ODD 'thrown into still greater confusion.
WCn dH(i'
in the to summon
as witnesses Governor
second
and
then
period.
Glycit
This is one of the
charms
Park Trammel, of Florida; A. W. GilMr. Augustm MacHugh, the author; of Mr. MacHueh's work.many
Strelt
smashed
for
successive
through
He lwin
christ, former governor; W. A. Ellis,
of "Officer 6tlC ," the Dlav being talked does the illogical thing.. That is to gains of ten, two and five yards. Then former attorney general, and J. O.
Baker
to
his
switched
attack
suddenly
former chief engineer of the
Jibout by all America, has, in present- say, just as the audience has decided
a wing shift.. The play gained two Wright,
state of Florida; F. C. Elliott, present
ing this dramatic surprise, apparent- that a certain course of action is
nd
Harvard
on
took
the
ball
chief engineer of the state, and Wm.
bound to follow, he ingeniously makes jfrds
on its
ly shattered all the traditions of the use of one
line, immediately O'Brien, attorney for the Florida
wholly different and much
to
midfield.
stage, and the public seem to glory in more effective. And it is all done so lucking
Fruit Lands company.
Princeton punted and then lost five
the work. This, in view of the fact quickly and so plausibly that the
The petition charged
the first penalty of that Sylvester R. Rush, anspecifically
that his farce has been written in true wonder is how It was all brought yards for
assistant
the
Harvard
returned
the
game.
punt
about.
dramatic form into which he has
attorney general nf the United Stat pa
a
and
fake
Law's
formation.
stopped
had questioned prospective witnesses
woven many tense melodramatic moAlfred Wilson, one of the heroes of
ments of the most thrilling nature, the farce, is known as one of the kick was blocked, Harvard recovering in the case and on finding them favor
on
the
line.
Tiger's
able to the land company had dismiss- and accomplished this so skilfully that world's greatest picture thieves. He
Two plays gave slight gain and d them.
the result is a source of keen enjoy- has an artistic temperament and really
an
kicked
field
goal
easy
The case being investigated by the
ment
loves fine pictures. If they are not Brickley
line:
In "Officer 66!" which appears at his own, his love for them increases from the Tiger's
government resulted from the sale of
Punt
Princeformation
punt after
180,000 acres of land in the Ever
the Elks therater Saturday, November to such an extent that he is not con
ton's kick-of- f
but the kickers duel was glades region of Florida to 12,000 per15, Mr. MacHugh has made his char- tent until he has appropriated
them. broken
by the spectacular play of the8ons in various parts of the United
acters fit the lightning like rapidity He covets the famous Gladwin collec
of the play's action. The wealth of in- tion and determines to have it. Also first half when Mahan caught Law's- States.
cident, comic, tragic, pathetic and he has fallen in love with a charming punt, and protected by good Interfer- '
melodramatic, is scattered through the girl whom he makes believe that he is ence, speed 50 yards to the Princeton
line Just as the sun broke jFor children there Is Nothing Better,
three acts with lavish prodigality by Gladwin. He plans to elope with the
A cough medicine 'OT children must
the clouds.
through
the hero who loves at first sight, de- girl and the pictures. Gladwin unexPrinr-etm-i
n.
cuugns ana coias wunoui
Harvard.
i'"
Scnre:
fends his home, foils the villain and pectedly returns from Europe, falling
bad effects on their little stomachs
wins the lovely girl, who is the booty In love with the same girl, discovers
and bowels. Foley's Honey and Tar
coveted more than the priceless paint- the double plot and frustrates it. JUDGE ALLOWS TWO
exactly fills this need. No opiates,
ATTORNEYS TO FIGHT. no sour
ings the masquerading thief attempts There is so much complicated detail
stomach, no constipation folto steal. These central figures are aid- that the telling of the story in cold Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 8. Circuit lows its use. Stuffy colds, wheezy
ed and abetted by loyal friends, whose print would spoil its effect upon the Judge Harris Robinson refused to in breathing, coughs and croup and all
devotion, not always
Judiciously crowds that will want to
the terfere today while two attorneys set quickly helped. The Capital Pbar- tled their differences with their fists acy.
shown, involves them in apparently play when it is presented.
--

;

j

Yale vs. Brown.
Chicago vs. Northwestern.
Kansas vs. Washburn.
Drake vs. Missouri.
Washington vs. Rolla Mines.
Cornell vs. Michigan.
California vs. Stanford (Rugby).
I'tah vs. Colorado.
Indiana vs. Iowa.
Colorado College vs. Colorado Mines.
Wyoming vs. Denver.

j

MILE RUN
RECORD

CfCllE DILtON.

I

Copyrighted, 1913, by the Newspaper
Enterprise Association).
.
lly DR. D. 13. REED,
Professor of Physical Culture in the.
University of Chicago.
,ESSO." NO. J I.
The next three exercises involve
the waist or abdominal muscles and
are of especial value in that they
tend to reduce a prominent abdomen,
to strengthen the muscles of the abdominal wall, to promote the movement of the intestinal contents and
thus aid digestion and prevent constipation. They are very likely to cause
soreness at first and must be taken in
moderation during the first few days.
EXERCISE 3.
This is designed for the muscles at
the sides of the abdomen. From the
position of Figure 1, but with hands
on hips, bend to the side as far as
possible, assuming the position of Figure 5. Return to the first position
and repeat to the other side. The feet
should remain fiat upon the floor
throughout and the hips should not be
moved, the entire movement being just
above the hips. The movement should
be fairly quick at first and may be
Tepeated ten times to each side. Later
It may be made more quick and vigorDr. Reed's Second Physical Culture Lesson Pictures Posed by J
ous and repeated more times.
Nichols, Gymnasium Instructor of the Chicago University.
EXERCISE 4.
r
EXERCISE
This: and the following exercise are position, keening the knees straight
From the same starting position as
fall
to
Do
feet
not
let
the
of
on
the
the
throughout,
front
muscles
for the
soine and- particularly for those on the floor nor the knees bend, but re- in Exercise 4. as shown in Figure (J,
control of the legs and lower them sit up and reach for the toes with the
the front of the abdomen and are
oe wise to fingers, as in Figure S, keeping the
peclally valuable. They alone of the lightly to the floor, orit may
three times the knees straight and the back fairly flat
exercises which are suggested should repeat this but two
first morning and gradually increase and the head back. Return to the
be taken slowly.
do first position and repeat perhaps five
Starting from the position of Figure the number. If it causes soreness
of not increase the number for a week times at first, increasing this number
fi raise the legs to the position
later. This also should be done slow- Figure 7, hold them there an instant or unui me . uiwm una utanj
iiy.
return them slowly to the first 'appeared.
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in his court room.
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EDWARD P. DAVIE8,;
"
City Attorney,'
City Bank Building. ;'
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Rooms
Santa Fe, New Mexico

'
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Chai. F. Eailey,

Chat, H, Easley
EAJLF.Y,
aw.
Attorneya-a- t
Practice In the Court and bler
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EASLEY

Land
Department.
'
Land grants and titles ei amine.
Santa Fe, N. M branch Office, Eitai
cla, N. M.

NEW MEXICO

DR. W. HUME

For quick results, a
little "WANT."

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

The tickets are being sold by the
boys who have asked many of their
older friends to attend.
The dance committee is composed

'The West Point of llie Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution ". by the U S.
War Department.

of Whipple McCormick, Virgil Likens,
Edward Cartwright, and Elmer Friday

Located

SHE BUILT
-M-

HER

ADE

In

tbe beautiful Pecoi

Valley. 3,700 feetabove sealevel,
unshine every day. Open air

OWN HOUSE
A

BROWN,

Dentist

Over Spitz Jewelry Storm.
Roomi :, 2 and I.
Pnone Red 6.
Office Hour i 8 a. m. t I r. m.
And by Appointment

5
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work throughout the enilre sesConditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL uchaB cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Four-- .
teenofflcers and instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen 'buildings,
ern colleges.
.
modern in everi respect.
sion.

GOOD

JOB OF IT.

;

Regents

:

E. A. CAHOON, President.
J E. RHEA, Vice President
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. PO, 8eoretar.
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Who are you?
Are you the chap who kicks away the dog that sticks a cold muzzle Into
his hand? Do you like the fragrance of November woods with whiffs of
distant brush fires? Does a strident "honk honk" from up In the clouds
snap you up tense and rigid like an electrlct shock? In other words, are
If so, come down to Beacham oV
you a thoroughbred sportsman?
and get your hunting outfit. Their guns carry merit with every
discharge, their Winchester Leader shells are sure fire evary time and
their advice will save you needless expense and wcrry.
"Hurry! The call of the timber and swamp is calling."
Headquarters for Winchester Leader Shells and Ammunition,

MISS JAXE WOLFE.
"A woman can be her own architect
as wel las her own housekeeper if
she will."
This is the conclusion of capable
Jane Wolfe, who drew the plans for
and built her own pretty bungalow
at Glendale, Cal.
She has a profession, but
"
is a pastime which she puts
to good use. Her clever little home,
sheltered by the hills and not too
many miles from the sea, is every whit
as good looking and much more con-- j
venient than many a house architectur-- !
ed by a professional.
Jane Wolfe, as every one knows, is
a wes,ern Photo player.
"archi-tecting-

The Reliable Hardware Store.

j

Coffeo.

To lie a

"slave" to tho

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

Best coffee
Schilling's
liabit is pleasant bondage
It means: you know what
you enjoy and how to get
it and you get it.

That's

Soli Aftati For
4LFALFA SEED.

freedom,

not

bondage.
Aroma-tigh- t
t cans
the coffee everfresh;
moneyback.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

preserve
a lb

40c

AO

INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.

kiodt of flowers, f irden

&

field seeds io bulk and packaf

i

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

pnrk

LEO HERSCH

Phone Black

45

NOVEMBER

SATURDAY,
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jrfiul "to bold a county fair at the
'(( iinty seal of Colfax county," in or- -

Mother's Friend

BIG

HUSBAND NAILED

der to bring Hie fair under the law
passed by Hie last session of the legDEDUCTION OF
islature, whereby the county coiiniiis-- j
Comfort and Safety Assured Eefore sioners may appropriate $."iiio for llie
the Arrival of the litork.
premium list or lairs in tneir respec
tive counties.
AT
INCOME
Wife so Weak and Nervous
Motion Sustained.
Could Not Stand Least
In the supreme court this morning.
a motion to strike out. the costs was
Noise
How Cured.
sustained, in the case of the stale of
of
Stella
New Mexico on relation
Sitller vs. the hoard of education of
Munford. Ala. "1 was so weak and
THE
BY
OUT
SENT
RULES ARE
tile town of (iallup.
nervous while passing through the
The old soyliig wliat is homo willimit
U
Change of Life thut
Water Application.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT REGARDII.
a inotlii'i' should add "Mothi-r'i could hurdly live.
A water application was filed with
there
In thousands of American homi
My husband had to
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
ING PAYMENT TO BE MADE BY Is a hoitle of this splendid niid fnmoiis rumho state cimineer todav bv fl. 8.
LINDHARDT
nail ru 'bcr on all tho
cdy that has aided many a. woman
, A G M c
()f
gall
,t
BONDS.
gates for I could not
LUCKY ONES WHO HAVE MONEY the trying ordeal, saved hor from
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY
county, asking for the appro- and pain, kept hr In health of mind mid
125 Palace Ave.
stand it to have a
In' ml w nee of Unity's cumins anil nnd
UdO
the
acre
fert
from
of
THEY
SLEEP.
lui!y
WHILE
priation
WORKING
gate slam.
Phone, 189 J.
n most wnndorfnl influence In developing a Vacinto draw to Irriirnto :,im acre
in
"I also had backm tne umm.
ni'tiiuiy. mvejy (HsposMHin
'
west.
22 no! Ill, range
:
Santa Fe. New Mexico
1 19 San Francisco
:
ache and a fullness
is no other remedy ro truly a liolp
St.,
to nnrure na Mother's
I
in my stomach.
It relievos
TERM "DEBTOR" COVERS
the imin mid discomfort enticed hy tho
noticed that Lydia
i
Mi'ti'u on the ligaments, mnKcs pliant thou
K.
I'inl.ham's VegeALL CORPORATIONS, E1C. fit ires nnd muscles v.iiich nature In expand- of
V. M. McCoy,
State Senator
table Compound was
Ins and soothes tho Inflammatiun of breast
Mountninaid, Torrance county, is regsuch
advertised for
cases and I sent and
glands.
All Winter Millinery at groiul)' re- fot a bottle. It did me. so much good
istered at the Montezuma.
MoiIht's Friend Is an extcrnnl remedy,
not
affect
will
tax
While the income
acts (piickly nnd not only banishes all
(lured prices. .Miss A. Muffler.
that I kept on taking it and found it to
Former Territorial Treasurer Sam-- !
in
but assures a sjicrdy and
PAY LESS AND DRESS BETTER be all you claim. I recommend your
net Eldudt. is here from Chamita. He poor people yet there are quite a complete advance,
for t lie moi.her. Tims
recovery
T THE WHITE HOUSE.
Mexico she It peonies a healthy woman wiHi all her
Compound to all women afflicted as I
Is stopping at the Montezuma,
number of residents of ;ethe
to thorontrlih'
fjirermth
Special Dinner, tomorrow at: the He was." Mrs. P. P. M i;llenioue, Mun- Rev. William V. l.eele, of Boston, land Arizona who have incomes which ll'ililllL- - UJ. HI I'llllU, i'JDI Ih'l I enjoy
It Mill Cllll
75 cents, with wine.
qihMIH
ford, Alabama.
Mass., field secretary for New ling will require them to make a "Ml tie lie Imd fit nnv drug store at Sl.oo u bnttle,
A bumh of keys. Reward tor
i
Lost
one
find
of
tho
preatcsc
blessing
Church
really
land of the Congregational
Aii
Metlicino
deduction" for the benefit of Cncle ever discovered
Honest
r expectant mothers,
return to Jesye Xusbntlln.
Building society, is a visitor in the Sam.
Write to Jtradtiehl Ieffulator Co., 18
is Lydia K. Pink ham's Vegetable ComW
McMillan
Hosa
or
ill
anyone pound. A Root and Herb meoicine orig- their free
Atlanta. Ca.,
city today. Rev. Leete is visiting the
Internal Revenue Collector M. 1!. I.anuir Hid.,f.t.ilnv
nli'MKC
liiu MWIit :iili1r-,innt llit
churches in the southwest and will go Otero has received requests from the; hit,, I;.
mated nearly forty years ago by Lydia
..
ihia ii, i uii, iu,t.ni p
ilh
eeiuiiiuiiieiiie
from here to Gallup where he. will
in foror i.ynn, aiasa., lor con- furnish
to
department
treasury
preach in the Congregational church 'mation to the public concerning the; in paragraph CI. subdivision A. of the! Turn, l.os AiiKeies L'oiinty, i aniornia.
For Rent Uesiranle rooms for liftht
Sunday. Rev. Leete was particunrly new income-taItg wo,iavrfu SUCcess in this line has
law enacted October 'act. or
204 Carfield avenue. ma(ic it y,e safest and most dependable
Impressed with our blue shies and 3 and he requests that all papers In
Hy n bona fide resident and citizen housekeeping.
Phone Sift J.
medicine of the age for women and no
balmy air of Santa Fe.
New Mexico and Arizona copy the mi- of a foreign country, claiming exenip-woman suffering from female ills does
See "Wants" for lady wanted.
Col. S. A. Millikeu of Silver City, portant sections.
tiou as sncli.
EXTRA
SPECIALS IN OUR NO-- j herself justice who docs not give it a
head of the medical corps of the state
(To be continued.)
The regulations are as follows:
SALE trial.
DISCOUNT
VEMBER CASH
Deducted at Source.
militia, arrived In the city today to
f you have the slightest doubt
;THIS WEEK. THE WHITE HOUSE.
attend the funeral oT Adjutant Generenacted
income-talaw
Under the
No home should be without a ho! t'liit'L.vdi.'i
CASE
RENEHAN
Vcjrcta- -'
al Brookes tomorrow.
1
a
cent.
1H1S
ner
tux
of
!v.tM,...
water bottle. Its uses are many all lileCoiiipoinid will help you, write
CLOSES-TO- BE
Captain T. J. Molinari of Portales, designated in the law as the normal:
the vear 'round. Zook has some to ijydiii i ,.rinKiianiiuciuc nei.ii.
commanding the Portales company of tax, shall be deducted at "the source",
leoniiicr.tiiil) Lvnn.Iass,.for ad
dandies. The Rexail Store.
NOV
ARGUED
the N. M. N. G. is in the city for the
vice. Vour Jettcr will be opened,
beginning November 1, I'JKl, from ali
High School Dance Tonight The road anl
funeral of Adjutant General ftrookes income accruing and payable to-- hy a woman,
school hoys and girls will give a and held iu strict couiideiiee.
4 'high
tomorrow.
Vioth sides rested shortly after
tne
of
hall.
inuen o'clock
dance at 9 tonight at Library
(a) Kvery citizen
J. K. Powers and W. K. King,
yesterday in the Renehan
whether residing at home or
tickel. The dance is NOT
trial which had been on in Admlsion by
engineers, returned last even- States, and to
to
restricted
abroad;
high school pupils'.
goods than at Zook's, The Rexail
idle supreme court since Monday. The
ing from several days spent on the
A real Sunday dinner at
the v. He Store.
Rio' Chama.
(b) Kvery person residing in the attorneys for Renehan were willing to
7Ii cents.
DIS- CASH
NOVEMBER
OUR
John W. Sullivan is again in Santa United States, though not a citizen submit llie ease without arguments. It Vargas tomorrow for
Sparks Electric company has moved COUNT SALE IS A GREAT SUCCESS
Fe after an absence of about three thereof,
is said, but the attorney
general
which may be derived from interest ithoiiRlit it should be argued, so Satnr- West Palace avenue, across A N D IT WILL EE A GREAT MONEY
--'
months.
ueeus
ATTEND
TO YOU TO
Everything In Hardware.
Addison Hall left this morning for ni)on bonds and mortgages, or
iday. November 2!(tli was set for the from the new chamber of commerce SAVING
rooms. Phone number same as be- SAME. THE WHITE HOUSE.
the Round Hill mines near IJarranca. of trust, or other similar obligations, 'nrui'imenio It is considered
White Boots One
Brides Wore
M. S. Groves
of the corporation including equipment trust agreements
a decision in the matter will be f01'p. -'
W.H. WfCKHAM
LUDWJU WM. ILFELD.'
sees brides
BL.ANKETS AND COMFORTS ATi'orten
wearing white
commlsison has returned from a trip and receivers' certificates of corpora- - handt,d d0NV comparatively soon in
DISCOUNT AT THE gloves, but. white boots;
companies or associ"Yes, they
tions,
to California.
(,as(? altnoUKh ,1e rt,glliar course
alwore white boots," said the marriage
Tom Gable left last night for his ations, and insurance companies,
of ft tafi( jn tnp SUplvme C(), t js sc.. WHITE HOUSE.
lf
home at Dawson after spending sever- though such interest does not araouut ierfllv se'veral weeks. However in this
y" su"er with t;0'-- flf,t. our license clerk describing the scene to
.
,.
hot water bottles will prove a comfort f'ountv Plerk ,f. A. Ortiz. Then it
to $:i,000, excepting only the interest
al days in the city.
ooK s 1'hnrrn
cold nights.
leaked out that llie brides were Te- Joe Pyor. of Taos county, interested upon the obligations of the United citations of authorities to be looked
iiiinue Indians. The first couple to
in mining in the Copper hill district, States or its possessions, or a state or up. The reason assigned for the set-- Rexail Store.
The county seek a license were C'anuto Suazo and
iiino- f ii, o
nn X'nvMinherl
Marriage Licenses
left this morning for home after any political subdivision thereof.
The term "debtor," as hereinafter 2!Jt.h, is that the attorney general must clerk has issued marriage licenses to Maria Vigil, of Tesuque. Miss Vigil
spending several days in the city.
J. E. Williams, editor of the McKin-le- used, shall be construed to cover all leave for El Paso tonight to look after Kerniin Vigil and Miss Adelaide Men was dressed in a gorgeous costume in
which the color red predominated,
companies or the interests of New Mexico in theil0. " OHn "ueionho; u.
County Republican at Gallup, Is corporations,
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have the quality that always satflavor ami aroma ; tlie cof-fi- e
filed with said debtor or its
be
shall
isfies.
All Wool Blue Serge for Men, $1 1.95
$18.
LARGE LOBBY
fiscal agent (and not later than thirmost of
lias
the
that
to
WATCH OUR WINDOWS.
March 1,) through
AND VERANDAS
ty days prior
whom said interest is customarily
the best flavor awl aroitia
"BOSS PATENT FLOUR"
PHONE 180.
paid, the proper certificates claiming
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
COMFORTABLE PORCH
i.s. Schilling's Best, anl
exemption from liability for said tax
SWINGS and ROCKERS
as herein provided, executed as fol- CHASE & SANBORN'S COFFEE
none of it escaves on the
lows:
Service and Cuisine
the Best in the City
By a citizen or resident of the United States, the bona fide owner of the
way from the roaster to
PRIMROSE BUTTER
Ample facilities for large
and small banquets.
registered obligations, who may claim
your home, for it is lieM
exemption under paragraph C, section
law, or
2, of the federal income-tafast in our aroma-tigh- t
compaBy corporations,
CO.
KAUNE
nies, associations, or insurance com- H.
tins.
EUROPEAN PLAN. Meals a la Carte.
SPECIAL RATES
United
in
the
States,
panies organized
Room
With
$2.00
Lp.
Bath,
3G5
coffee
in
If you drink,
BY THE WEEK
or organizations, associations, fraterdays
Bast
Where Prices
UUnNF 19
' the
SANTA FE, N. M.
Room Without Bath. $1.00 Up.
year you can't afford not to
nities, etc., which are either taxable
or exempt from taxation, as provided
Fnr Snfo
try Schilling's Best.
loRooming House, completely furnished, good
cation, 18 rooms. Will pay $300 per month. Price $6,000.00
12.00
FOR RENT
Store Room on Galisteo. Street. .Rent per month
Store Room on San Francisco Street. Rent per
30.00
month
Modern Dwelling. Good location. Rent
35.00
per month
Modern Dwellina. aood location. Rent
30.00 T
per month
Ranches, Land Grants and City Property. Insurance and Surety Bonds.
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The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos, The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting. Tennis
sports.
Playing and all out-do-

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Drily, air yaar, ay mall
Dally, ill monthi, ky mill
Weakly, par yaar....
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A CHANGE DEMANDED

If
43

The expressions of the newspapers throughout the state have taken on a
in
change of tone since the action of the board of equalization took a hand
the matter of taxation anil assessments.
Even the Albuquerque Herald takes a slam at the last legislature and
matacknowledges its utter inefficiency as fur as action is concerned in this
ter which was the vital one and of more importance than all others. We all
remember what a staunch defender of the last legislature the Herald was
when that body was performing here during the last remarkable session.
One thing said by the Herald in its last issue, speaking of the legislature, we thoroughly agree with, and that is the suggestion that it seems
strange that a body of men possessing the ability of the New Mexico senate,
should be so neglectful of the real and material issues, especially when they
were so frequently brought to the attention of that body, and so forcibly
set forth as they were by the governor of the state, not only once, but repeatedly.
There is but one explanation and that is that the body was under the
domination of political bosses of the most arrogant stripe, who cared absolutely nothing for any legislation which did not interest them directly and
in the interest of
they would recklessly slaughter any measure that, was
the muss of the people.
,v,',-t",The only wonder of it is that the men of the ability of many of those who
constituted the senate membership, should be willing to humiliate themselves
by wearing the puppet's collar.
Tom I wrote her five letters asking
It was encouraging that toward the close of the session there was a breaking away from this boss domination and a tendency toward independent her to return to me my diamond en
us
action, and this gives a glimmer of hope that the next session may give
gagement ring.
Dick Bid she return it?
some of that legislation which seems now to be demanded by the people,
Tom No. She sent me a "Don't
prominent in which is the matter of taxation.
This change can only he brought about by united effort on the part of the Worry Club badge."
citizens of the state who want an equal chance and a just recognition in the
matter of assesments and resulting taxation.
THE BYSTANDER
The new spirit that is evident throughout the country is most significant
the
to
and
no
that
bossed
be
are
longer
SEES IT.
and shows that the people
going
future will show a change in the attitude of the free people of the nation.
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WEDDING HORSE PLAY

A wedding is naturally an occasion of joy. At least when it, s tne ngni
kiud of wedding the deliberate mating of two loving souls, not an impulsive
dark.
leap in the
..
vnlKoMa Inatitiltinn iliere is
..i
reived from society
personTo'
a
!t
They may not wed
life and care are going to return the compliment.
o
with this purpose fully understood, for youth is Impetuous and has much
e ...
.,.
i
nroriritnei
" is a mimic ceremony- uwra
learn. tiuL me luurnue ui ninvu tha "
to
not truly become a marriage until it blossoms into young lives added
the bouquet of the race; and until it has, through infinite sacrifice and
and social
patient care, brought these young lives through to strong maturity
usefulness.
But it
To set forth upon such a task is properly a joyous undertaking.
o
nr n,,B fnr coarse celebration. The clumsy clowning by which
censure because of its kindly intent,
it is often attended is spared from utter
.
. .
For
lilt.. wxinnnmn
vYet it ought to be laid aside along with similar craum
it lowers a function which should be hem in me mgueoi- r,nn.tc.
time once
Our manners in this respect are undoubtedly improving, The
without
was when a couple couldn't hope to get through the nuptial night
. rtin nf
tinsv annes and broad jests. To this day the cnanvan sur
vives in many places, with its motly medley of tin horns and horse fiddles;
residents
a method of commemoration more suggestive of savages than of
within the area of civilization.
fetched. As. for instance, in the
Today the fun is finer, but still often far
honeymoon by a wooden
cae of a Pueblo couple who were pursued on their
aud covered with melees and
postal card two feet long, six inches wide,
any
not very
pictures. A nuisance in the mails and really
view.
of
point
manner in which weddings are com
Perhaps, if we could tone up the
-memorated it might help to tone up tne suusenuem
and reduce the growing recourse to divorce.
0
we need is "intelligent
A physician in Baltimore has said that what
school
stomachs." It would be quite an interesting thing to see a stomach intellimade
be
can
stomach
a
way
the
is
only
in session, and that
probably
gent, is to send it to school.
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nnw ffimps to us with the announcement that people fall
moon is full. Undoubtedly they do and they do all the
In
as well, and they even get full
ordinary things in life when the moon is full,
when the moon is not full.
n

anva aIon t !t
love when the

not seem to be any
From the way Emmeline is talking now. there does
not going to throw anyneed for us to bar our windows. She is evidently
thing but language.
o
.. .
J J
nnn In
... rnlnmitn
It begins to took as If the president neeura a t,v.c u.
Mexico.
in
one
needs
about as badly as he

...

sonable Conservatism.

as applied to banking, Is meant the rendering of every
service to patrons in keeping with good business methods.
ADEQUATE FACILITIES. The bank must handle efficiently the financial
requirements of all depositors.
ACCOMMODATION to depositors Is an essential in sound banking.
MODERN EQUIPMENT. This bank has an equipment enabling depositors to attend to their banking matters with the greatest facility and dispatch
All these STANDARDS characterize the

ANNOUNCEMENT

to.

Now that she has brought the matter to the attention of the public we
are constrained to make a few remarks on the subject
The husband's name was Brown. It
Is a wholesome and plain name and
there is no objection to it. Brown is
poor but honest as we say. The
daughter is not very handsome, but is
rich, sensible and devoted. They
suited each other and so they were
married. The residents of swelldom
turned their noses up into the air and
said they were going to keep them
there as they did not approve of
Brown, but If Brown. Is what the
daughter says he is, he will go on

BANK

SANTA

OF

FE

INSURANCE
FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

Those Late Comers.
if an entertainment at
the opera house began at ten o'clock
there are people who would come at
half past ten, and if it began at seven
they would appear at seven-thirtand if it began at eight, as lt always
should, then these persons would
come to the theater at half past eight.
In fact that is the way they do, as a
rule.
I cannot understand it. It is a nuisance to those who are on time and
they ought not to be called on to submit to this unpleasantness.
It is
about time that Santa Fe got in line
in this particular with the other cities
of the country, both big and little
cities, and made those who persist in
in late to entertainments,
jComing
stand at the door until the act is finish
ed, if it be a play, or until the num- iber g fln,Bne(j i( lt be a concert. If
werg pursue(J for a few
times, we would not be bothered with
the tardy comer at tne theater. It is
jan injustice to those who come at the
proper time and it is not fair to them
to force them to get up and let the late
comer by and have the pleasure of the
entertainment interrupted.
Why not
try the rule adopted in other places
and make the late persons wait?
Another thing while we are on the
theater topic, is that of a little more
heat. It is getting the time of year
when the chill gets Into the atmosphere and creeps into the house and
without some of the genial ozone that
comes with the heating apparatus we
are not comfortable. The house was
itoo cold for comfort Thursday and It
to this
-tjis just asweU
entjon att end
. may
ji time as
I. the future in the
janea
These matters attended
to will make the patrons of the theater
enjoy the things that are presented
It is
and will be much appreciated.
to be hoped the late comers will get
disciplined at the next

-
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Nothing To Be Ashamed Of.
The daughter of old Lucius Tuttle
recently married her father's chauffuer. Lucius Tuttle was the man
whom Winston Churchill embalmed in
fiction once upon a time. This daughter went into an exhaustive explana
tion as to the reason for her action,
but she needn't have gone to the
trouble of it. There was absolutely
nothing in the transaction that was
any of the public's business except
that the marriage waB according to
the law. Most people will admire her
pluck as she married the man of her
choice and did it because she wanted

FIRST

about his business and the swell folks take a tumble. A Belgian scientist
won't have a chance to do any great claims to be able to produce artificial
CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND PROFITS, $245,000.00.
meat. If the manufactured article is
amount of snubbing.
out of
Lucius, himself, in the early days just as good and can be kept
was just plain and homespun before the hands of speculators, there is hope
he got to toying with those millions, that pater will again enjoy roast beef.
Rock Island Tribune.
and the chances are that no one would
The Good Thing.
have been successful in picking out a
partner for him. I would not be at all One good thing about the new tariff
surprised if he is proud of his daugh- law is that print paper costing less
ter, way down in his heart, no matter than 3
cents per pound will be adif the swells are going to turn up their mitted duty free. As the cheapest
noses, and It is quite likely that Lucius print sells for 1 cents per pound you
likes Bridegroom Brown, if he has the can appreciate the joke. Maxwell
qualities that Daughter Tuttle says he Mail.
has, and the chances are he has, and
Unadulterated Nerve.
that the old gentleman will not do
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
of
the countries that have
Some
that
of
any disinheriting or anything
Ameriout
laws
barring
practically
kind, because his daughter married
HOME
can goods have objected to the new
Brown.
bill. Nothing like pure, unadulWe are getting back to the idea of tariff
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
terated nerve in large quantities, but
merit and it is a good thing that we
time. RoBwell Recprivate baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
are. That Is the prime thing in the it won't work this
ord.
old world after all.
central Location.
They Need One.
An Old Fashioned One.
a
and
The need for a deputy Sheriff
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
I guess Santa Fe is to have one of
those old fashioned New Year celebra- jail in Roy is becoming more apparabsotions which were bo popular in the ent and, to our mind is now an
While the majority
days gone by and which have been lute necessity.
the theme of so many stories and so of our citizens are law abiding there
j
are some who are not fit to run at
many bits of poetry.
decent society and whom
It seems that the De Vargas hotel large in
but the enforcement of the
nothing
to
a
make
is
spemanagement
going
an iron hand will civilize.
cial effort to pull off a party that will law with
MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
no excuse for allowing paris
There
to
other
back
take the participants
from
carousing
drunken
thugs
tially
Proprietor of the
childhood
of
days and recall the time
streets cursing, blasphemMONTEZUMA BILLIARD PARLORS,
in the old home when the dance and around the
and spouting lewdness unfit for
the dinner was the thing and when ing
Has Engaged at a Great Expense,
of men much less for ladles
we used to watch the old year out and the ears
The Best That Can be Bought I
who must be within hear
MARCUS CATTON,
the new year in with merry laughter and children
AT ANV PRICE
ing.
and enjoyment that was unalloyed.
Son of the Famous
fearless deputy
and
A
competent
no
Take
chances on either
It Is the intention of the manage
a small jail would aid
"BILLY"
a
ment to have a dinner commencing at sheriff and
when
small
amount will give
CATTON,
a
at
in stopping rowdyism
an hour that is agreeable to those in- amazingly cost.
the protection that you
who will manage hia billiard paryou
small
Roy
very
lors and Instruct those desiring to
terested, and continue it up to the
need, and when you do use intime approaching midnight and then
learn the game. All new tables,
surance get the best, as It is
new euea, and a quiet, gentlemanly
give the time over to dancing so that
the cheapest, and
the old 1913 can be sent out with WOUNDED HUNTER
lounging room 1 r those who cater
ALWAYS SEE
a
and
to
music
the
happy
given
merry
pastime.
LIES FOR HOURS
and the baby year welcomed in
EVERYONE WELCOME I
with all the joy that can be given and
M.
thus started ou his way with sprightBoyertown, Pa., Nov. 8. Elmer
mmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Office
United
States
Bank Buildlnr
bled
of
Media,
sounds.
mirthful
26
and
nearly
years old,
ly dance
FIRST FLOOR)
It is a season when we all look for to death while lying helpless after havthe jolly and the happy things and we ing been shot in a hunting accident
who has purchased the Insurdo not want gloom at Christmastide near Zeigersville.
ance Business of the L. A.
and at the opening of the New Year
Madox, with S. .H. Johnson, of Elr
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
with its mysterteB and veiled events. kins Park, and Roscoe J. Priser, of
goodcompanies.gosd protection
Of course it is but a period of time Boyertown, left on a rabbit hunt. S CHARLEYGANNTprop'r
marked off by man, and does not sig- While going through the thickets near
nify anything of so great importance, Perkiomenville shortly before noon, 1
European Plan.
any more than a week or a month, but Madox was separated from the others. 1
Meals At All Hours.
custom has made us think more of it For six hours the other two searched
WOODY'S STAGE LINE
Elegant Rooms in Connec-- gj
and we have grown to look upon the in vain for him.
tion. Steam Heat,
end of a year with feelings of facing
their searcch with the asRenewing
Electric Lights and Baths.
Prom
an Important epoch in our lives. A, sistance of all the farmers in the
all events we want to make merry at neighborhood of Zeiglersville, the
BARRANCA
TAOS
RATES: 75c and $1.00 PER DAY.
this season, as we have always done searching party continued until 2
Meets Both North South
MUSIC for DINNER and SUPPER
and we would not be quite content if o'clock, when Madox was found un 1
we did not usher the pew season in conscious a half mile north of Perkio241 San Francisco Street.
Bound Trains.
with hopes that are full of brightness menville.
Near S. W. Corner Plaza,
Barranca on the arrival el
Leaves
and with the joy of association with "He had a
gun shot wound In the
the north bound train and arrlvee at
wmvmmmimmmimmwmwmMm
those who are our neighbors and our
right arm and had nearly bled to
Taoa at 7 p. m.
friends.
death. He was rushed to the Norris-towTen miles shorter than any other
This celebration bids fair to be one
This is the fifth serHospital.
of the old fashioned kind, and I hope ious hunting accident in this neighway." Good covered hacke and gooa
teama. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
it will, for it will bring pleasure to all borhood.
who Join in the festivities of the hour.
furnished commercial man o take In
the aurroundlnf tewna. Wire Embudi
BURGLARS CRACK
atatlon.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S

I suppose

j

Rea- -

The Montezuma Hotel

U

The elections of last Tuesday are more indicative ot the political condition and the trend of political thought than any that have been held since the
big one of a year ago
The special elections for congressmen to nil vacancies could not no 01 so
very great importance as far as giving any adequate idea of the situation was
concerned, but. those of the early part of the week were state attalrs ana tney
had some significance.
A comparison ot the vote in each state is such as to give encouragement
to the Progressives. Take Massachusetts, for instance. This is the state that
has tlwayB stood pat.
Tu 1912 the Progressive vote was 122,474: this year it showed no loss at
return
Hll, showing that the stories of the falling off of the Progressives and a
to the Republican fold, is utterly without foundation.
On the other hand the Republican vote of 1912 was 145.118 and the vote of
and
Tuesday was but a trifle over 117.000. Which was the party that lost,
which is the one to feel discouraged? It only goes to show that the Progressive party still holds its place as the second party in the country.
In New Jersey the Progressive vote was 40,000 greater than was conceded
It was the startling sur-of the opposing parties before election
either
by
whole
of
the
campaign.
prise
. ,
.L.J- ..J
In the middle west the Progressives more man ne.u uie.r own a.m
the second place in the Indiana and Kentucky elections, as well as a victory
here and there in the cities of New York state.
There" is everything in the results to give encouragement to the vigorous
and active young party and the campaign of systematic organization will only
no on more actively than ever.
One thing has been demonstrated, and that is that there is a demand
for a change and that the people are thinking for themselves.
The results have shown that the voters will give the present administration a fair and a full chance, and if the policies fail to bring the results promised, the next successful party will, beyond all doubt, be the Progressive
run its race
party, as it is all too evident that the old Republican party has
and it has been relegated to the realm of
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Mr. Man uf actu rer,
You jfead the

AMONG THE EDITORS.
Terrible Feature.
One of the most

terrible features

of
Dertoit, Nov. 8. Expert yeggmen
fnci entered the office of the Central Me-

certain autumnal styles Is the
that people are going to wear them.
Alamcgordo
Worse Things.
If it could be put straight up to ths
senators to either work or resign, it
is not difficult to tell what they would
do. To the senatorial minds there are
worse things than work. Roswell

thodist Episcopal church, Woodward
and Adams avenues, and after wreck
ing the safe, escaped with $300, the
collections for the morning and evening services.
The work of the robbers was tho
rough in every particular, every circumstance that might betray them be
News.
ing carefully guarded against. Tha
His Troubles.
yeggmen placed the safe on rollers
The man who has attained perfec- and with a crowbar rolled the safe to
tion in his own eyes isn't satisfied un the center of the hall that leads to the
The cracks on three
til, he has convinced everybody that he pastor's study.
is simply troubled with a serious case sides of the door were filled with soap
was used
of swellheaditis. Cloudcrofter.
shavings and
to blow open the safe.
The Poor Pedestrian.
An automobile manufacturer
preThree bags, filled with the duplex
dicts the coming of machines that can envelopes that contain the collection
travel 200 miles an hour. If this pre- were taken. The money had not been
diction is fulfilled it will be more nec- - counted but the collections average
A
essary than ever for pedestrians to between $300 and $350 a week
take to the woods. Montoya Republi- - suall Iron safe which stood In a room
can.
j at the end of hall had been marred and
Artificial Kind.
scratched as if with a jimmy but was
The high price for meats should now otherwise uo'ouched.
r.

e

.

there without getting a deluge from

It is not
If you would like some

off

Laughlin's house, unles you get out in
the muddy street, and in the winter
time a very dangerous condition results, as the melting snow and rain
on the house runs off on the sidewalk
and freezes, causing a very slippery
place. I myself have fallen there, and
I have seen others fall. This condition is very general over the city, and
I mention this particular place be
cause I pass by there several times
daily.
ROY H. FLAM.M.

All your employes read the
papers!
All your friends read the papers!
Now Isn't it elemental reason
ing to suppose that the papers
are a mighty good way to reach
the people?
They are there with their
messages in season and out of
fair
and
weather
season,
stormy.
If you want to sell your goods
go right to the fountain head
and advertise in the papers.
Get the dealers who handle
with
your goods to
you. They will be glad to do it.
They know it means money
for them, and money for them
means sales and profits for you.
Don't think it's foo expensive.
sug-

gestions, write to the Bureau of
Advertising, American NewspaAssociation.
per Publishers'
World Building, New York.

THE FORUM.
Santa Fe. N. M., Nov. 8, 1913.
The Editor of the Forum:
Last evening I read with much in- tere8t the Bystander's article on the
condition of Don Gaspar street at certain times of the year. There is another nuisance on Don Gaspar that he
might have mentioned. I refer to the
fact that Judge N. B. Laughlin's house
is built against the sidewalk and there
are no eaves on the west side of the
house to protect pedestrians.
On a
rainy day it is impossible to pass by

Papers Don't You ?

METHODIST SAFE

PRIVATE
SERVICE

AMBULANCE

A new and
Ambulance for the
Transfer of Invalids
Day or Night at Reasonable Prices.
Up-to-d-

'

C. A. RISING,
Phone 130 Main.

JOlMrES
INSURANCE
Fire, Life, (Accident1
Plate Olass, Etc. Etc

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms

Ranches, Orchards
Land Qrants. Etc

Sorety Bonds
Of

All Kinds.

Telephone

M

W., Room 24

LAUGHLIN BUILDING,

. NEW

SANTA FBi

MEXICO?

Fspanola Livery Barn
LEESE ft LOFTUS, PROPS.

Good Teams, Rigs and
,

Drivers at all times at
live and let live prices.
Closest Route to Cliff Dwelliors.
SATISFACTION

Phone Livery,

:

MARAMHEB.
: :

Espanofa. N.

SATURDAY,

I

NOVEMBER

JJil

bay out of the Pecos valley and the OLD
MAIDS ARE SOON
farmers think they should have the
same rate as the Rio Grande valley at
least. Efforts will be made to preTO GOVERN
sent the matter before the rate hearing at Roswell November 17th.
"The only way to settle where the
WOMAN
SUFFRAGE DOES NOT MEAN
oil is In the Pecos valley." says SenaBUT
tor Andrews, president of the CarlsSECRET
bad Oil and Gas company, "is to hunt
!"
WONDERFUL
after it with the drill." He is here
now getting ready to drill on holdings
east of town. Yesterday he was busy
By NIXOLA GREELEY-SMITH- .
looking up the lauds covered by their (Copyrighted, 1913, by the Newspaper
leases and also closing up the leasing
Enterprise Association).
of several thousand acres in the same
Mr. Walter Heape, a scientist who
bulletin
a
late
that
He
says
locality.
trails half the letters of the alphabet
on
the
issued by the government
after his name with the proud con- Pecos valley oil field indicates that Isciousness of a peacock unfurling his
the pool is on the east Bide of the ichief claim to distinction, has written
river somewhere in the locality where ja book
in
on
drilling will be done by his company. which he undertakes to prove that the
People owning land in this section are universe is soon to be governed By
(placing their lands in the hands of old maids! Lest this statement of his
the senator as they are all anxious to case be suspected of bias, quote from
jhave the field tested.
the book:
"It is clear to me that the present
PAIN IN BACK AND RHEUMATISM.
woman's movement has its origin in
Torment thousands of people daily. sex antagonism," writes the scientist,
Don't be one of these sufferers when gloomily. "No matter what each of the
for so little cost you can get well rid various sections of that movement de.of the cause. Foley Kidney Pills begin clares, no matter what is the avowed
'their good work from the very first iobiect of the actions of any one of
dose. They exert so direct an action 'them, it is obvious that the driving
on the kidneys and bladder that the force is engendered by desire to alter
pain and torment of backache, rheu- the laws which regulate the relations
matism and kidney trouble is soon dis- jand therefore the relative power of the
The Capital Pharmacy.
pelled.
sexes.
"The bulk of those who take an active part in the movement are unSOUTHERN ROUTE

Chilly
Days

rr

Perfection

A Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater is the very
thing to keep the house cozy and comfortable in
the chilly days before the furnace is started.
This year's new model Perfection has improvements that make it the best heater ever made.
Doesn't smoke doesn't smell. Easy to clean.
Rewicking simplicity itself. Easy to carry wherever it is wanted.

j

Butte

Boise

IS VERY POPULAR

Albuquerque
Salt Lake City

Deming, N. M., Nov. 8 E. 1..
and family of Dnxbury, Mass.,
were here this morning for several
hours getting data and facts for the
"All Southern" Automobile route. Mr.
Ferguson is one of the greatest pathfinders in the United States and is the
first man to lay out the actual "All
Southern Route," including the Borderland route from the Pacific coast at
Deming through El Paso, Alpine, Ft.
Stockton, Abiline or San Antonio,
Dallas and Houston through Orange
into Louisiana, thence through New
AtOrleans, Mobile, Montgomery and
lanta. He is backed by a syndicate of
wealthy daily newspapers, and the
good roads bonds of a million dollars
in Lonisiana and three million dollars
in Texas will greatly aid in this "All
Southern Route." After passing Atlanta the road will go up the east
coast to Boston. Mr. Ferguson has
mapped out this route in order to
travel through the country and get
quick connection with the outside
He was in Deming on Christ
world.
mas day in 1910 and has been working on the "All Southern Route" ever
since. He Is lust now returning from
the Pacific coast and is traveling over
the route in the hottest and coldest
weather of the year, establishing the
feasibility of making this the family
touring route all the year around.
S. A. Lindauer addressed the high
school assembly Wednesday morning
on the subject of the Panama canal,
handling the subject in a manner that
was thoroughly pleasing to the stud
ents. The Panama canal is a matter
of deep interest to all of the southwest, and as Mr. Lindauer has only
just returned from an extended tour
of that region, his address was of Intense interest. The brief time allowed for assembly work did not permit
of a full explanation of the canal zone,
and when Superintendent Taylor asked if the students desired to have the
subject continued at the next assembly every hand went up. Mr.
Lindauer had made arrangements to
deliver the address before the commonwealth Thursday evening, but as
he left yesterday for a few days rest
at the farm of his uncle, Albert Lindauer, which will be followed by a
week or so at Mimbres Hot Springs,
the commonwealth meeting has been
postponed to a later date, upon which
occasion a large number will enjoy
the rare treat.
H. Lake Haynes, Jr., traveling
freight agent of the Rock Island lines,
was in the city today looking over our
rapid development and taking note of
Deming's growth. This is his first
visit here for some little period, and
he was very much gratified with
everything in general.
Chas. T. Bowers, of the H. M. B.
Land company, will bring the first
bunch of buyers from Ohio for the
company
Deming Alfalfa
They will arrive on the Golden State
Limited Friday evening.
Great interest is being taken in the
coining sale of school lands in the
Mimbres valley, and it is the opinion
of State Commissioner Robert Ervlen
that nil the states of the west and
middle west will be represented at the
sale. A number of foreign capitalists
are also in communication with the
state authorities regarding the sale of
the 17,000 acres or more of choice
land that will be Bold at auction at
that time.
n

NEWS OF THE STATE
fifteen yards from the shore when he
fell in. When he took his dip he had
two boxes of cartridges in the pockets
of his hunting coat, weighing according to feel, about a ton. Pat says that
If he had much further to swim he
would have had to take off his coat!

Some Vegetables.

Scott B. Williams has some potatoes
on display at his office which were
grown by J. O. Hugh on his place
One
about three miles from town.
variety of these potatoes will average
30,000 to the acre. They are large in
size and show about what may be Maxwell Mail.
expected from a potato crop in this
They Got The Lion.
country. Mr. Williams also has a
pounds,
sugar beet weighing 13
Every day we hear of hunters getwhich was grown on the Kirkland ting small game, but it remained for
farm eight miles from town. Roy George Alter to bring home some
game worth while.
Last week, Mr. Alter and Nathan
Canning Season Over.
Underwood were hunting in the mounThe cannery has closed for the sea- tains. About 7 o'clock one morning,
son, the late freeze having ruined the they were leading the horses to water
tomatoes, of which there were many when Mr. Alter espied a mountain
lion. The lion was in crouching positons yet in the field.
The management is too busy clean- tion, his tail lashing furiously, ready
the
us
to spring, when George hastily raised
ing and checking up to give
result of the year's work this week, his gun and fired, the charge enterbut we hope to have a full report for ing the lion's head near the left eye
our next issue. It is a Tact, however, and coming out at the ear, killing the
that the cannery has been a success monster wild beast instantly. It
from every viewpoint, and the people showed wonderful markmanship. The
of Lakewood and the surrounding lion measured nearly seven feet from
country may well fell proud of the tip to Up, and Is a most beautiful
of dollars specimen of his species.
. fact that many thousands
have been placed In 'circulation here
The hunters also killed a fox and
that would not have come had it not other game.
cannery. Lakewood
been for the
Mr. Alter received a bounty of $15
Progress.
from the county on the lion, and shipped the hide, with the head attached,
Good Returns on Apples.
to Denver, where it will be tanned and
their crop coverted
Applemen marketing
into a beautiful rug.
through the Fruit Growers' Exchange
was unarmed when
Mr.
Underwood
will be interested to learn that there
and had laughed at
the Hon
has just been an advance of ten cents Mr. Alterappeared,
for taking his gun along
exper box on standard stuff, and the
when they took the horses to water.
change turned loose a carload from
Willard Record.
in
advance
the
this
morning,
storage
storthe
for
more
than
paying
price
age.
ALL TAKE A HAND
W. A. Nicholas, who is in charge of
IN TAX QUESTION
the exchange during the absence of
Manager Turnbull, is optimistic about
the market within the next few weeks,
Carlsbad, N. M., Nov. 8. Things are
and sees fancy prices ahead for some bailing in Eddy county. The matter
carof the better fruit. Twenty-fivthat all take a hand in is the tax situaloads are In storage here with the tion. And it ia no wonder that the tax
model
in
their
Gas and Electric Co.,
payers are warm. They feel that they
ice plant, the building having a capa- have been up against somebody's game
these
of
city of 100 carloads. Most
and here is the reason. In the spring
25 cars will be marketed within the before the assessor began work, the
next 30 days.
tax situation was gone over very careWhile it is yet far too early in the fully as it was rumored that the rate
on
season to make any exact reports
would be raised. Many conferences
individual returns, Mr. Nicholas is sat- were held with the county commisisfied that the growers will receive sioners and the result was that every
far better net prices for their crops one went in for a fair and full rendithan ever accorded valley products.
tion. Committees were apponited,
Roswell Record.
representing every line of Industry, to
assist the assessor and the result was
A Chilly Bath.
an increase of $475,443.00 in the asBert Smith took a bath Sunday. sessed valuation in the county. The
While this is not the first time Bert
increase for the whole state was only
ever took a bath, it is the first, and he
$841,953.00. This shows plainly that
untaken
he
has
hopes the last, that
county had done its duty. It
Eddy
conditions.
der such dangerous
without
was
question a fair and full
Pert
In company with Red McCoy.
was made. The rolls
ever
as
rendition
went to Lake 11 to shoot a few ducks,
board of equalizastate
went
the
to
deand after a while with the guns, be
after long and careful scrutrided to get Into the canoe and try his tion and
were returned with orluck In open water. He had proceed- iny, the rollsassessor to make flat into
the
ders
ed about 150 yards when the boat upcreases in valuation on every thing,
set, throwing him Into 15 feet of waand also add
ter. As he wore a heavy sweater and barring town property he had omitted.
certain tracts of land
over
coat
his
ordinary
shooting
The omissions were found to be on the
clothes, it was a fight for life to the rolls
except two that were unpatentshore. When the boat turned over,
ed
and not subject to taxation.
land,
fine
Alf's
brother's
his
pump
lost
Bert
commissioners naturally-fel- IF HEADACHY, DIZZY,
The
county
not
would
said
Alf
gun, and the things
BILIOUS, "CASCARETS."
had to do something
that
they
do to print.
have
gone
saw
and
They
attorneys.
same
the
much
L. R. Patterson had
to the district court for an order to Your Liver is Full of Bile; Bowels
experience in the same boat Friday, restrain the assessor to carry out the
Clogged, Stomach Sour, Tongue
but lucky for Pat, he was only about order for increases made
Coated. Breath Bad.
by the state
board. The matter will be heard bebox now.
Get a
fore Judge G. A. Richardson In CarlsYou have a throbYou're bilious!
bad on Tuesday. In the mean time
in your head, a bad
Assessor Roy Waller is wailing. The bing sensation
tax payers in Eddy county think they taste in your mouth, your eyes burn,
is yellow, with dark rings
WOMAN'S
should have a fair deal when they have your skin
are parch
done ther best to get a fair and full under your eyes; your lips
ed. No wonder you feel ugly, mean
owctav
assessment
for
the
HmMUHTMH
NttOM BOP la
county.
kills
Your system is full
and
I Will Give $1000 if I Fail to Cure
Freight rates Is one of the big ques- of bile not properly passed off, and
Also snooo or exom
tions in the Pecos valley today. The what you need is a cleaning up inside.
Any otnsr w,unni
farmers had a jar a short time ago Don't continue being a bilious nui'
No Knife or Pain
that rather made them sit up and sance to yourself and those who love
Na Paw Until Cured
wonder what was coming next. The you, and don't resort to harsh physics
Guarantee
Written
hay prices were soaring In the Texas that Irritate and injure. Remember
S Dy ranmsrauur
wr,
market and had reached $15.00 here that most disorders of the stomach,
hii
cummrt
Wonderful Discovery
and looked like $16.00 a ton In a day liver and bowels are cured by mornLUMP
TUMOR
Any
or two, when there was a slump. ing with gentle, thorough Cascarets
on the
or
I IB IORC
ripr.IA&V
Price falling at this time of year sur- they work while you Bleep. A
i
MrWLUWInWiAirS BKJWThQUra prised everyone. But the explanation box from your druggist will keep your
BOOK SENT
mn wry potoonom.
was that 250 cars of hay from the Rio liver and bowels clean ; stomach sweet
FREE. TMrJmoaltb of ThouMnfe CURED Grande
valley had been dumped on and your head clear for months. ChUr
ftarothtnfrJltd. So or Write to Some.
the market on account of a new rate dren love to take Cascarets, because
f2DR.4URS. DR.CHAMLEYSS.7iSS out
of New Mexico by way of El Paso. ;they taste good and never gripe or
UB TT Sooth Vain Str
loiAMdjrjCtJ.
Texas la the natural market for the sicken.
.
2

Spanish-America-

e
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fANCER

E

WANTS

Hot flashes dizziness, fainting spells, headache, bearing-dow- n
feeling and ills of a kinri.ed nature are nature's danger signals.
The female disturbance or irregularity back of these calls for he;,
Otherwise the delicat-should have immediate care and attention.
female constitution soon breaks down.

FOR

tnr more than 40 voars has been lending its lienlth restorine
sands of w jnien year alter year imougnoui its lung me.

Corretpondenc

Strietiy

FOR RENT- - Rooms

unfurnished.

D.

cottage.

.Mrs.

room.

IU'

furnished or
Spoake, Hillside

Loma.
FOR RENT Three or six room
Aphouse, furnished or unfurnished.
ply D. S. i.owitzki, TZb San Francisco.

at the Invalid' Hotels

Ccnfidentialand

Modern

Furnished
FOR RENT
quire at New Mexican.

aid to thou- -

IS BSEPICIMES.

Write Dr. R. V. Pietce'e SpeciatUts

--

214

This wonderfully successful remedy imparts stronsrth to the entire system
Nerves ure refreshed. The "stale",
particularly to the organs distinctly feminine. house-wifand the weary care-wor- n
overworked businesswoman, th'j
mother of a family all will gain strength from this famous prescription which
or
in
liquid tablet form.
40 years has demonstrated its effectiveness

SOLD BY DEALERS

RENT-Lowitzki- .

FURNISHED ROOMS FOR KENT,
Giant Ave.

Favorite prescription

Dr. Pierce's
I

no charge.

Dr. Pieroe's Pleasant Petlots rogulato and--Invigorate atomaon, liver
easy to take aa Candy.
and bowela. SugavooatBd tiny granule
j

MARRY Hundreds Wealthy Members seeking early marriage. Dig liefree. .Mission 1'nity, San Francisc;
Cal.

THE CHURCHES.

SKIRT SLASHER

A capable, lady as demWANTED
WIELDED A RAZOR onstrator and Corselicre lor "Spirella"
Cathedral Church.
Corset. Contract for a year or longer
November II. 191X, 2tith Sunday
Call or phone E. E. Sprague,
alter Pentecost.
8.
Nov.
William period.
Chester.
Pa.,
(Mgr., Hotel De Vargas.
First mass at 7 o'clock a. in.
in
now
as
circles
known
police
French,
;u i,,.i,i .... tiw.
Second Mass at H ::!(!, sermon in mil iiw ui..uiUf
Marry If you are lonely, the
i,,,,.
has
unru rrtlmu.tti Audi,, W.ilwli 'Me, confidential, successful
Inlnint .I
English.
Third mass at 10:3n, sermon Hand .Ma rv Vinson, for slashing UiHr'laW )'"ler of wealthy, eligible mem
both sexes, wishing early mar
vlntliimr
Spanish.
free. Mrs. Wrubel,
At
o'clock p. in. Rosary and BeneEach of the women testified in po riage. Description Cal.
Box 2ti, Oakland.
diction.
lice court that French sneaked up be
'
;hind them and, wielding araznr, cut
STOCK ISSUE WANTED.
Church of the Holy Faith.
Miss; Must be
!)ong Bia8i,a u tilei,.
legitimate; extensive conEpiscopal)
a $43 suit wan
that
testified
Johnson
nections; prosperous, private investwent.v- bervioes Sunday, Nov. nth
m!r sut
Mjgg Watgon sakl
ruhlf,d
ors; no publicity. Hive details.
fifth Sunday after Trinity).
which oost $;(fl, was i,PVotid repair,
78 Wall St., N. Y.
8 a. in
Holy Communion, celebrant
i1P
,nat
hjlH M)sa Wnlsll tPgti(led
Rev. Jesse S. Moore.
wore h S.n suit when French wielded
teach savcral
WANTED I will
9: 15 a. ni. Sunday school and Bible lis kn1fe) am, lat w)lj,e ,,pr ,.i()(hing
men the automobile business in
voting
class.
had been made at home, the damage ten weeks by mail and assist them to
11 a. in
Morning
prayer, vested ;wml!d be ordinarily estimated at 5i. laoort
nositions. No charge for tuition
fwl tllP
t
choir and sermon ny tne itev. JeSSe
P,..jt,1,'o cinmnnn
is secured. Write today.
until
position
S. Moore, of East Las Vegas.
women, reports of his vandalism hav- R S. Price, Automobile Expert, Box
-.
he
7:4.at
service
o'clock,
Evening
jjnB Bpread over th(, lmVPr Pn(j 0f town
(03, Los Angeles, Calif.
ginning the first Sunday in advent.
d tonlKjlt ch(!f Vance received nu
Church.
First Presbyterian
merous requests for extra police pro
MAIL
RAILWAY
GOVHRNMKNT
Corner Grand and Marcy streets, tection in that part of the city.
Customs-Interna- l
Revenue
Clerk,
Itesi-j
111. '..
Minister.
McCollough,
Get pre"exams" everywhere soon.
deuce, l:u tirant avenue.
Birmingham, Ala. A. F. Willis, suf pared by former V. S. Civil Service
"O Jesusalem, Jerusalem, how ott fered
brongreatly from asthma and
Secretary Examiner. Free Booklet, E.
would 1 have gathered thy children to- chitis. He wriles:
"I got no relief 31. Write NOW, today. Patterson
her
a
as
hen
even
gathereth
gether
until 1 took Foley's Honey and Tar Civil Service School, Rochester, N. V.
chickens under her wings, and ye Compound. It entirely removed those
would not."
choking sensations, and never failed
gix ppr cejlt 1(mlls ml farms,
Sunday school at 9:45. Fred
produce an easy and comfortable cllUrd jalJ(iH, city, resident or business
e
superintendent.
condition of the throat and lungs.
jproperty, to buy, build, improve,
Morning worship at 1! o'clock,
or other se- Capital Pharmacyrefund
or
tend
mortgages
Words
Theme of the sermon: "Four
special
terniH reasonable;
jcurities;
Around Which the History of the
PUB-invited.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
correspondence
privileges;
World Revolves."
LIC LAND SALE.
Dept. L., CIS Commonwealth Bldg.,
Junior Endeavor at 3 P. ni.
Office of Commisisoiier of Public Denver, Colo.
Senior Endeavor at fi:"0. Subject:
Lands, State of New Mexico.
"The Christian's Home Life."
WANTED
Salesmen maaing hmaii
Santa Fe X. M.. Oct. 27, 1913.
DO.
.
Theme'
7:
.
at
Evening worship
Nixola Greeley-SmithWhole time or
Xntiee ia hereby eiven that,
of
Statement
"Three Words, the
of an Act of should carry our fast selling pocket
the
nrovislons
anon
in
.
doubtedly spinsters, a dissatisfied and, Which lias Never Keen Disputed."
Special sales plan allowing
June 20th, 1910,
f'onirress
we may assume, an unsatisfied class
Wednesday evening prayers at 7: In i. i
of ti.o Ktt nf New Mexico, return of unsold goods. Makes quick,
of women."
on each
Every one is cordially invited.
and the rules and regulations of the easy sales. $1.00 commission
"Come unto me all ye that are Klale land office, the Commissioner of order. SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW.
BCRD MFG.
Mr. Heape adds that, should women weary and heavy laden, and 1 will
nubile lands will offer at public sale,! Writem for :..outfitO today
obtain political power, legislation by give you rest."
Chicago, 111.
'
i,. Hie hiirhest b dder. at 10 o'clock a.
,
spinsters would be directly antagoin. on Monday, tne isnn uuy ui juhu-iiryW7 ANTED
For New
SALESMAN
nistic to the interests of wives and
St. John's Methodist.
1914, in the town of Las Cruces,
Mexico territory a traveling salesman
mothers.
New
of
State
Dona
of
Ana,
Home-LikChurch.
The
County
in specialty advertising or
Just why the interests of unmarMexico, in front of the Court House experienced
Don Oaspar Avenue.
lines. Permanent position open
general
ried women and of mothers should bo
described
the
"Reliaion is friendship friendship therein,
following
to man worth $3,000.00 per year and
any more antagonistic than those of first, with the great companion, of tracts of land, viz.:
well advertised line
bachelors and married men is not whom Jesus told us, who is always! The West half W )
Section Sfi; expenses. Staple,
di
made clear. Moreover, whatever the nearer to us than we are to ourselves, Township 19 South, Range 2 W N. M. of well known manufacture selling
to merchant.
Opportunity for
peril of spinster domination, we can and whose inspiration and help are p. M., containing 320 acres, more or rect
rapid advancement. Write with record.
never know them, for wives and mothe greatest fact of huniun experience. less; there are no improvements on Box 495, Iowa City, Iowa.
thers will always constitute a major- To be
NE
and
in harmony with His purposes, this land, also the W
While arguing that because of to
ity.
t
be open to His suggestions, to be Section 3(1, Township 25 South, Range
Active, ambitious men to sell excep-women's greater variability, "no man in conscious
2 E., N. M. P. M., containing 480 acres
fellowship with Himdirect to
class
groceries
to
high
onally
and
claim
completely
may
properly
is religion on its Godward side. more or less; the improvements on consumers,
understand any woman," Mr. Heape this
"Then turning Man ward, friendship this land consist of one room adobe
to
Liberal advances on orders; our
repcontinue
man
shall
urges that
house, one well and fencing, total bonus system big feature; permanent
resent her politically in other words, sums it all up.
To be friends with everybody; to 'value $185.00, no bid will be accepted
best season at hand.
that he shall continue to do the thinkthe for less than $25.00 per acre, which is positions;the BIG HOUSE today for
fill every human relation with
fellow-beinWrite
a
for
ing and the legislating
thereof.
value
there anything the appraised
naming county desired.
whose needs and whose point spirit of friendship; is
The above sale of lands w ill be sub- Particulars, Manufacturers, Wholesale
more than this that the wisest and
of view he fails to grasp.
!mporters,
conand
terms
ject to the following
best of men can hope to do?"
Grocers.
This author believes, apparently,
The Holy Communion will be ad- ditions, viz.; The successful bidders JOHN SEXTON & CO., Chicago, ill.
that woman's desire to impose her ministered
o'clock hour; must pay to the Commissioner of
eleven
at
the
notions of morality upon man is
Dr. S. Alonzo Bright, the district su- Public Lands, or his agent holding
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
for what he calls the "wo
of the prices ofwill preach. The pastor such sale,
of the Interior,
man movement." "Her virtuous de- perintendent,
ser- fered by them resectively for the land, Department
at
the
fill
the
evening
will
pulpit
United States Land Office.
mands essentially for her own benefit, vice.
4 per eent interest in advance for the
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 30 ,1913.
as she conceives, are opposed to natuThe first quarterly conference will balance of such purchase prices, the
Notice is hereby given that the
ral law," he says.
and
officers
appraisement
m.
for
all
fees
Let
advertising
be held at 2:15 p.
claimant has filed nowing-named
I do not thing that Mr. Heape un- take notice, and have a report.
and all costs incidental to the sale tice of his intention to make final
said
derstands the modern woman's attiof
all
and
each
Sunday school 9:45 a. m. Morning herein, and
in support of his claim under
in cash or proof
tude toward morality. It is nowhere
worship, 11 a. m. Junior Epworth amounts must be deposited
16 and 17 of the act of March
sections
of
better expressed than in the American
the
at
time
sale,
League 3 p. m. Senior Epworth League certified exchange
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
of
woman's attitude toward divorce. Ev 8:30
all
and
p. m. Evening worship 7:30 p.m. and which said amounts
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
ery now and then some foreign critic
The church family meeting is on them are subject to forfeiture to the Stats. 470) and that said proof will
loose
terms
the
he
what
denounces
Mexico if the successful
Wednesday evening at 7:30 p. m. With State of New
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, V.
ties of family life in the United States: our
service of fellowship, song, pray- bidders do not execute a contract S. Conir., at Cuba, N. M.p on Dec. 9,
parour
of
divorces,
the frequency
and Bible study, we within thirty days after It has been 1913, viz: John W. Akers of Santa
er, testimony
ofticularly in the west.
the meeting of interest mailed to them by the state land
Fe, N. M., for the lot 1, Sec. 8, lot l
s
of the divorces granted aim to make
the
for
to
contracts
a
said
provide
fice,
attend.
Bring
and help to all who
and 2 and SW4 NW4 Sec. 9, T. 21 N,
In the United States are given to wothe
of
balance
of
the
pur
payment
friend with you.
1 W, N. M. P. M.
In R
men, but far from regarding this fact
You will find a cordial welcome at chase prices of said tracts of land
He names the following witnesses
as a shame to America. I have always
with
annual
installments,
of these services, and your thirty equal
to prove his actual continuous adverse
looked upon it as the most hopeful any or all
interest on all deferred payments at possession of said tract for twenty
presence will help.
In
sign of our times!
annum
4
cent
per
the rate of per
JAS. M. SHIMER, Pastor.
years next preceding the survey of the
For It. proves that women are deadvance, payment and interest due on township, viz.:
LADY OF GUADALUPE.
vows
to
the
men
from
such
fidelity
manding
First mass 6 a. m. Second mass October 1st of each year, and
Lucero, Henrique Valdez, J.
they make at the altar and that they 9:30 a. m. Sermon In Spanish and other conditions, obligations, reserva- J. Reyes
E. A. Miera, all of Cuba,
Salazar,
which
base
refuse the
compromises
tions and terms as may be required N. M.
English.
of
whlted
hold together the
sepulchre
by law.
Any person who desires to protest
the European home. For every houseEach of the tracts as described hereIT OFF.
SHAKE
against the allowance of said proof,
standard
hold In which a single high
in will be offered separately. The or who knows of any substantial reaof morals does not prevail is a sepulCommissioner of Public Lands, or his
laws and regulations of
chre reared over the dead soul of Rid Yourself of Unnecessary Burdens. Agent holding such sale, reserves the son under the
why Buch
the interior department
Shows
Fe
A
Citizen
Santa
womanhood!
at
bids
all
and
to.
reject any
right
proof should not be allowed will be
You How,
What women demand today is not,
contracts
under
said sale. Possession
given an opportunity at the aboveas Mr. Heape declares, that men shall
of sale for the above described tracts mentioned time and place to
burdens.
Don't bear unnecessary
conform to a moral code which he
on or before October 1st,
will
the witnesses of said claimant
Burdens of a bad back are heavy. 1914. be given
holds to be opposed to natural law.
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
Get rid of them.
We say to men, "You make the law.
Witness my hand and the official that submitted by claimant
Doan's Kidney Pills are for bad kidObey it as we obey it. If the law you
seal of the state land office, this 27th
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
have made is, indeed, opposed to the neys.
1913.
Register.
For lame, weak and aching backs. day of October,ROBT. P.
law of nature, then change 'It that the
ERVIEN,
Local endorsement proves their (SEAL.)
hvpocrisy which poisons our souls and
of Public Lands.
Commissioner
our bodies and the souls and the bodies worth.
GOOD ROADS
of our children shall come to an end!"
Hilario Baca, Delgado St., Santa Fe,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
That is the most fervent feminine N j, gays: "Off and on for three or
of
the
desires identity between the law and , four monlhs, I had pains hi my back. Department Office Interior,
ASSOCIATION
at Santa Fe, N. M.
U. S. Land
the facts.
They were severe at times, especialOct. 30, 1913.
on
is
revolua
revolution
woman's
The
ly if I lifted or brought any strain
MEETING
Notice Is hereby given that Cipriano
tion in morals, as Mr. Heape declares. the muscles of my back. The trouble
of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
sex
in
rooted
But It is not
antagonism was so persistent that I thought it Chavez,
2d, 1908, made homestead entry
but in sex idealism!
was caused by weak kidneys. After Sept.01315
for SE4 NW4 NE4 SW4
No.
Marriage, the life union of one man I had used Doan's Kidney Pills a short NW4 SE4 SW4 NE4, section 3, townNov. lOth loth, 1913
and one woman in purity and love, Is time, I improved and by the time I
9 E., N. M. P. Merithe most beautiful ideal which has had finished one box, I was cured. ship 17 N range
intention to
ever been conceived by the human The cure has been permanent and I dian, has filed notice of
an's Kidney Pills make five year proof, to establish
race. All women want is to take that haVen't need
ROUND TRIP RATE FROM SANTAFE
f
and make It a for a long time. I have told about claim to the land above described, beideal off the
o.
u.
ana
tne
receiver,
register
DATES OF SALE.
part of daily life of men, as well as of my experiences before In a public fore
on
women. We are tired of morals for statement and I am pleased to rec- - land office at Santa Fe, N. M., ' the
8th to 10tb.
November
1913.
.
women only!
ommend Doan's Kidney Pills again.1 Dec. 9,
LIMIT.
RETURN
names
as
witnesses:
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 ' Claimant
Date of Sale
from
Days
Placido Chavez, Emilio Delgado, Thirty
Co., Buffalo,
It will not pay you to waste your cents.
FE ROAD."
"SANTA
THE
TAKE
time wrting out your legal forms New York, sole agents for the United Melquiades Martinez, Juan Montoya
N. M.
of
Santa
all
Fe,
y
Lopez,
them
AGENT,
can
States.
already printwhen you
get
H. S. LUTZ,
FRANCISCO DELGADO.
Remember the name Doan's and
SANTA FE, N- - M- ed at the New Mexican Printing com
Register.
take no other.
panj.
j
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PACE EIGHT

SATURDAY,

of Claims Against
School District No. 4, $25.00.
Recapitulation
warrants warrant Xo. 57H0.
up a number of cancelled
County Assessors,
supposedly issued to school teachers,
Sppcial deputy sheriffs at election
April 27, 1904, receipt No. 233, Joe
J. F. Esquibel, erroneous charges
'and the person to whom the warrant time were employed Iu great numbers. Riakely, retail liquor license, School
for malting poll tax IistB, $387.50.
had been given could not sign his according to the report, and the sum District No. 1, $400.00.
J. S. Esquibel, erroneous
charges
, on- less 4 Der cent com- iname and indorsed it with his mark, 'total paid for their services in six
ill9-Tflt.,i
for making poll tax lists, $590.
attesti'd by two witnesses. On this elections was $.:!(;.04.
tnision. $41.00; net amount not ac
erroueous
Francisco S. Chavez,
subject the report gives the following. For the first quarter of 1007, there counted for, $0Sl.O0.
for making poll tax lists,
two district
been
to
have
charges
data:
appears
GREAT
Tlie stubs of the licenses 1SB".eu l'll7.50.
attorneys for San Xfiguel county, ac- ,o..h.,..." CIIUIICUUH waier
lHSueci.
to
warrants
icord
npuuciu
ng
!by Mark:
"
es tor nuining poll tax lists, f i!)u.
"" '"
Warrant No. :!701. issued April 1.i,,,r
Hereulano Garcia, school district No.
vvliicli
rather
peculiar
liceuves,
amount
for which accounting
Total
1007, to S. B. Davis, Jr., for $150.00,
us, $10.00.
of the same should be made, $1,3G5.
attorney, first quar-- i inasmuch as the proceeds
onina uaiiegus. atnuui uiwuiul u. for salary, ondistrict
in.
not
turned
been
have
M. F. Des Marias, overpayment of
same date warrant No.;
ter: and
ill, $:!S.lW.
of Claims Against office expenses, $324.37.
to .Tose CJ. Alarcon. Recapitulation
THE
OF
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
No. 3702 was issued
Ana Montano, Bchool district
of Claims
Recapitulation
Against
for $150.00, for district attorney, first;
Eugenio Romero, Treasurer.
checked short July
Commissioners. '
TAXPAYERS' MONEY TO BE AC-- f
quarter.
account,
(atili
County
ITercnlano Garcia, school district
Jose Felix Esquibel, Ramon Galle1012, $804.62.
Stubs of license books from Janu-21- ,
nniiMTFn rnn
thpff mm. no. is. ne.oo.
commissions on liquor anu gaiuu- gos, A. T. Rogers, Sr., 1903, 1904, paid
ary 4, 3901, to May IS, V.nn, ti )
'"B
El Independiente for book which state
'licenses, and stubs from January ;ju. llng licenses, $l,lol.7i.
nOCn TUMICAMn flMIAD?
rilfl
UUL rants ostensibly given to persons forj1q..0 ,to
Until InUUoHItU UULLAnO
Penalties on delinquent taxes (dou furnishes free, $25.
June 28, 1903, 201 licenses,
varin
census
the
school
taking the
Paid the Optic Pub. Co., for book
IN DELINQUENT TAXES.
Mng missing, an accurate check on ble amount), $12,105.98.
lions school districts and a number of ilicenses during these periods could not
Warrants paid to payee or assignee which state furnishes free, $18.50.
these are endorsed by mark also.
Total amount tor which accounting
jbp maae aiti10ugh diligent search was owing taxes. $3,407.04.
Thousands of dollars was also Rpent .., fnr thpm wi.hont avail, the only
Total $17,400.41.
should be made, $43.50.
MANY IRREGULARITIES
Tnwith The l.as Vegas Optic and El
reHK011 gIvfin wa8 "that they could not
Beuigno Martinez, Riainon Gallegos,
Less net credit resulting from clerbe found."
R. C. Rankin,
payment to
errors
ical
and
omissions
$34.50.
AND LAW VIOLATIONS !were ordered at an exhorbitant price,
without
No. til 16, dated August 2.
employed
which
guards
Warrant
jail
Net
amount
for
special
accounting
i,o the report states, and many of 1909, issued to Isidoro Archuleta, for should be made, $17,434.91.
of district court, $392.25.
authority
which would have been furnished free
Mexi$13.75, for "one day driving team."
of
Claims Against Paid El Independiente and New
A total of $:,500.fii; of the tax pay- - j,y tne state.
Recapitulation
which state furnishes
can
books
Lorenzo
for
Delgado,
Claims
against
Cleofes Romero, Sheriff.
money of San Miguel county is
r(,por( says also: "I desire to county clerk. Exhibit J., forged. school
free, $73. Total $465.25.
i
unaccounted for, according (o the
attention to a list of war warrants. School district 40, dated
Liquor and gambling licenses
your
Benigno Martinez, Atanacio Roybal,
$984.00.
pert of Traveling Auditor Howell Earn- - rnnta w,icli have been enshed by the November 27, 1909, no number;
1907,
It. C. Rankin and' .7. S. Clark,
amounts
est, which was filed with the governor .various county officials as noted and
attendExcess
received
for
1908, paid El Independiente for book
amount, $13.50; payable to Antonio ance on
fbit week. This amount Is divided indorsed by them, in nearly every
$38.
court,
'
probate
which state furnishes free, $25. Paid
a number of county officials stanco tie warrants being endorsed Pacheco.
Double and overpayments for board New Mexican for book which state
School district 40, dated November
as
as
the
and
back
far
1901,
of
name
the
the
ranging
payee 'by 27, 1909; no number; amount, $47.70; of prisoners, $241.12.
by signing
furnishes free, $20 Payments to spevarious officers and
of that
; giving the name of the county payable
Excessive charge for board o! cial jail guards employed without auto Manuel Salazar.
who
are
for
the
In
the
couuty
official endorsing. a,U being
responsible
School district 40, dated January 13, prisoners, $10,605.50.
thority of district court, $289.30. Tovarious amounts are given in a table same handwriting." The amount paid
Total amount for which accounting tal, $334.30.
No. 39; amount, $48.00; payable
1910;
in connection with this article.
on these warrants amounts to $73:tS.55.
should be made, $11,868.62.
lo Juan Roybal.
Benigno Martinez, Ramon Gallegos,
It does not seem from the report
The report also shows among other
of
Paid the
Claims Against Jno. S. Clark,
$109.20.
Recapitulation
Total,
that this $43,000 shortage disappeared minor matters that when J. S. Esquibel
Secundino Romero, Sheriff.
The above warrants are all signed.
Optic Pub. Co., for books which state
in actual cash, in fact only one short- - was assessor of San Miguel county. Hestor
Cosme
Excess amount received for
furnishes free, $109.
Encinias, chairman;
age of $804 is reported, but the report land a candidate to succeed himself,
clerk, and approved by M. tendanc e on probate court, $236.
Duplicate payments jail guards, exdoes show a very evident disregard he served as a special officer during Dps
Excessive charges for board of prla- cess of legal amount, $18.75.
Marias, county superintendent.
for the proper use of the tax payers' the election and was paid for it by
Claim is made that these warrants joners, $1,079.50.
Payments to special jail guards em
money, or else very inefficient officials county warrant No. 431. Cleofes Ro- are
Total amount for which accounting ployed without authority of district
forgeries, and the laBt endorser on
in some of the offices. One fact is mero, while sheriff, and a candidate
all of them being "L. Delgado," claim should be made, $1,315.50.
court, $218.61.
particularly worthy of mention, and to Bucceed himself, acted as a judge Is therefore made against him for re-- Recapitulation
of
Claims Against
Payments of overcharges to road suthat is that the traveling auditor dug of election and was paid for it by
Ramon Gallegos, Sheriff,
covery.
pervisors, $428.
A Rfiilpmpnt
wns made hv the den- Excess amount received for attendTotal amount for which accounting
RECAPITULATION OF AMOUNTS FOR WHICH ACCOUNTING SHOULD uty treasurer, to the effect that school ance on probate court, $46.
should be male, $774.36.
Excessive charge for board of prisBE M ADE.
Fidel Ortiz, Antonio A. Gallegos,
district No. 40 claimed that there was
Jno. H. York, 1912 to July 81, 1912.
more money on hand than the books oners, $94.25.
Eugenio Romero, treasurer and collecior, Jan. 1901 to July 31,
1912
Total $140.25.
Paid Optic Pub. Co. for book which
.$17,434.91 of the county treasurer showed, an
Cleofes Romero, Sheriff, Jan. 1901 to May 1910
of
11,868.62 examination was made which resulted Recapitulation
Claims Against state furnishes free, $40. Payments to
Lorenzo Delgado, Clerk.
Secundino Romero, Sheriff, May 1910 to Jan. 1912
1,315.50 in school district No. 40 repudiating
special jail guards employed without
Roman Callegos, Sheriff, Jan. 1912, to August 1913
140.25 the above mentioned warrants, claimForged warrants, last, endorses be authority of district court, $50.65.
Lorenzo Delgado, Clerk, Jan. 1909 to August 1913
897.45 ing that they werefforged. As far as lug u Delgado. $109.20.
Payments of overcharges to road su
A. A. Sena, Clerk, 1903-58.00 I have been able to learn nothing has
and 1907-Overcharge for recording births and pervisors, $67.50. Total $158.15.
Daniel C. de Baca, Deputy Clerk
28.00 been done to recover or to ascertain deaths, $66.25.
In addition to the above are the
Eduardo Callegos. Deputy Clerk
28.00 who the guilty party is, in the ratan-tieExcessive amount received for in- transfers of money from one fund to
130.00
another without authority of law, for
the school district has been out terpreting for probate court $722.
Gregorio Varella, Clerk, 1901-Total amount for which accounting which commissioners should be held
J. F. Esquibel, Assessor,
387.50 the use of the money.
J. S. Esquibel, Assessor,
590.00
Cleofes Romero, sheriff. Receipts should be made. $897.45.
responsible for its replacement in the
Francisco S. Chavez, Assessor, 1903
of
197.50 Issued but money not turned over to Recapitulation
Claims Against proper funds. The total amount of il
'.
Other Clerks and Deputies.
190.00 county treasurer.
j
Epitaclo Quintano, Assessor, 1905-legal transfers for which accounting
M. F. Des Marias Supt. of Schools.
A. A. Sena .excessive amount
re- - should be made is $8,135.
324.37
July 2. 1902, receipts No.' 134, Ca.Jose Felix Esquibel, Ramon Gallegqs, A. T. Rogers, Sr., County
Cash Account July 31, 1912.
for probate
tarino Romero, gaming license, School jceived for Interpreting
'
'
43.50 District No. 4. $200.00.
jcourt.fi $58.
Balance on hand $67,261.49.
Commissioners, 1903-,.
Darnel C. de Raca,
of
Ilenigno Martinez, Ramon Gallegos; R. C. Rankin, County Com.
Funds.
excessive
July 2, 1902, receipt No. 13o, Trinl-Disposition
1905-465.25 dad Romero, Jr., retail liquor license, amount for Interpreting for probate
San Miguel Nat. Bank (verified, see
court, $28.
exhibit ) $53,026.96.
Kenigno Martinez, Atanacio Roybal, R. C. Rankin, J. S. Clark, CounSchool District No. 28, $100.00.
Eduardo Gallegos, excessive amount
334.30
ty Commissioners, 1907-First National bank (verified, see
August 16, 1902, receipt No. 137,
H. Jackson, gaming dicense, received for interpreting for probate exhibit
$10,000,
Benigno Martinez, Ramon Gallegoa, ,T. S, Clark, County Commiscourt, $28.
774.36 School District No. 2, $200.00.
Hanover National bank (verified,
sioners,
150,
Fidel Ortiz, Antonio Gallegos, .Ino. H. York. County CommissionNo.
November 21, 1902, receipt
Gregorio Varella, overpayments for see exhibit ) $1,644.52.
ers 1912 to August 1
Tax receipts, verified see exhibit
158.15 Juan Montana, retail liquor license, filing and preserving
newspapers,
Jose Felix Esquibel, Ramon Gallegos, A. T. Rogers, Sr., County
$130.
)
School District No. 79, $100.00.
$608.31.
No.
152,
Total amount for which accounting
Coors Lumber Co. (check $583.41.
November 24, 1902, receipt
Commissioners,
8,135.00
Grand total amount for which accounting should be made
National Suit Co. (check) $5.
.$43,500.66 Silva & Silva, slot machins license, (should be made, $244.
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S. B. Davis, Jr., (check and cash)
$421.50. Deputy instructed to carry as

cash, but not deposit.
Incidental cash items, $32.94.
Currency and silver $134.23.
Total $66,456.87.
Cash short July 31st ,1912, $804.62.
County warrants for large sums
were paid certain person for services
rendered, when the persons to whom
the warrants were issued owed the
county for taxes. The report contends
that these taxes should have been deducted from the amount of the warrants. For instance, the Las Vegas
Optic, so the report says, is delinquent
in taxes for 1909, 1910 and 1911, in
the amount of $440.57. During these
years the Optic received hundreds of
dollars on county warrants. Charles
A. Spiess, Jesus Ma. Romero, Romero
Mercantile company, Miguel Romero,
Robert M. L. Ross, Eugenio Romero,
Secundino Romero, El Independente,
L. W. llfeld, Fidel Ortiz, A. A. Gallegos
and Anastacio Roybal are also given
by the report as delinquent in various
amounts which should have been deducted before they were paid by Ihe
county.
Delinquent Taxes.
The tax rolls showed on August i,
1912, the following amount of delinquent taxes for each year:
Taxes Del.
Year:
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906

J

1907
190.8
1909

1910
101.1

-

.

NOVEMBER

8, 1913.

FANCY WORK GOODS
of Stamped
Beautiful line
Linen and Stamped Art Cloth,
Cushion Tops and the Pillows
for same. Embroidery Sets and
Embroidery Floss In Royal Society, the D. M. C. and the Grecian Silk Floss.
Crochet Cottons, Crochet and
Embroidery Needles.

MISS A. MUGLER
MILLINER

county were expressed at a meeting
night in the
says the Las
unaniVegas Optic. The meeting
mously voted that a committee of six
men be appointed to represent
the
taxpayers and, if necessary, enjoin
the assessor from spreading the increased valuation upon the tax rolls.
The committee waB given authority
to raise sufficient money to employ
attorneys to represent the tax payers
should the matter be taken to the
courts. President W. P. Southard of
the Commercial club appointed the
following men upon the committee:
William Springer, Harry W. Kelly, Dr.
$20,279.78 J. M.
Cunningham, Hallett Raynolds,
23,200.98 Cecilio Rosenwald and John H. York.
of the tax payers last
Commercial club rooms,

37,302.75
42,240.51
. Subscribe
New
for the Santa
33,208.96
20.919.07 Mexican, the paper that boosts all
19.S5S.80 the time and works for the upbuild....27,163.38 ing of our uaw Stat
28.9S8.50
New Mexican Want Ads. always
26,143.82
Try it.
32,093.83 bring results.
48,273.96
of $359,674.34, which is in ad-

n

A total
dition to abatements ordered by the
board of county
commissioners,
amounting to $16,545.40, during this

PROFESSOR

period.

I. L. TELLO,

NOTABLE VIOLINIST OF REPUTATION

IFEEiRylEI !
San Miguel Protests.
Disannroval of the actions of the
FIRST GRAND CONCERT
board of equalization and determinawill be given this week.
tion to resist its attempts to increase
the property valuations in San Miguel Fine Program. Watch for Announcements

.
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1899-190-

1901-2-3--
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F. ANDREWS
Market.
Grocery, Bakery and

Auto Delivery Every Hour

Auto Delivery Every Hour

I

I

j

EVERYTHING
THERE IS TO EAT!

i

;

,

A-l-

,

),

Try Our

AUTO DELIVERY

Service

1909-10-1-

Phone No.4

1901-2-3--

Clothes for Little Pen

w

WANT EVERY PAR
ENT to know about our
ability, with expert ser
vice, to dress little men correctly.
Our Children's Garments were
made by skilled manufacturers. It

It takes experience, and a great

taker,

Uiyer& Co.

AfL

deal of it, to make Children's Clothing right. We have all the correct
styles for these little fellows of all
ages. There are suits in Reefer,
Norfolk, Sailor, Russian Blouse
Styles, etc. Dainty little Top Coats
and Overcoats

$2.50, $2.75, $3.00

p

to $7.50

Any quoted price on Children's Clothing stands for
but little until you see the garment. Our Children's
Wearables show distinctive style features and cleverness in the making not to be found in the meaning "Just Clothes."

"THE HUB."

5 MARX

PhoneNo--

4

Comforts and Blankets
i

Right When You Need Them

At a Pleasing Price Reduction! t

ft
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i
i

i
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tx

The Comforts are excellent values
at the regular prices. Some are
stitched and tied, others are quilted
or stitched. You need an extra
quilt or two for cold winter weather
splendid
coming, and this
chance to get all you need at a substantial reduction in prices. The
blankets represent the best buying
opportunity you will have in many
a day.

it

A

$1.25, $1.50, $1.75 Up To $6.50

i

Comforts,

I
I

Blankets,

I

We guarantee you absolute satisfaction on every purchase
you make, so buy liberally all you need now.

i
i

.80, $1.25, $1.50 Up To $7.50
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THE HOME OF HART SGHAFFNER

ANDREWS

THE BIG STORE
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